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Abstract

This dissertation presents an approach aimed at three-dimensional perception’s ob-
stacle detection on all-terrain robots. Given the huge amount of acquired information,
the adversities such environments present to an autonomous system and the swiftness,
thus required, from each of its navigation decisions, it becomes imperative that the 3-D
perceptional system to be able to map obstacles and passageways in the most swift and
detailed manner. In this document, a hybrid approach is presented bringing the best of
several methods together, combining the lightness of lesser meticulous analyses with the
detail brought by more thorough ones. Realizing the former, a terrain’s slope mapping
system upon a low resolute volumetric representation of the surrounding occupancy. For
the latter’s detailed evaluation, two novel metrics were conceived to discriminate the lit-
tle depth discrepancies found in between range scanner’s beam distance measurements.
The hybrid solution resulting from the conjunction of these two representations provides
a reliable answer to traversability mapping and a robust discrimination of penetrable
vegetation from that constituting real obstructions. Two distinct robotic platforms offered
the possibility to test the hybrid approach on very different applications: a boat, under
an European project, the ECHORD Riverwatch, and a terrestrial four-wheeled robot for
a national project, the Introsys Robot.

Keywords: Obstacle Detection, Vegetation Detection, 3D Perception, Autonomous Robots,
All-terrain Robots
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Resumo

Esta dissertação apresenta uma abordagem direccionada à detecção de obstáculos na
percepção tridimensional de robots todo-o-terreno. Dada a enorme quantidade de infor-
mação que é adquirida, as dificuldades a que um sistema autónomo é submetido neste
tipo de ambientes e a rapidez, que tal facto acarreta, em todas as decisões relativas à sua
navegação, requere-se do sistema percepcional 3-D a capacidade de mapear obstáculos e
zonas de passagem de forma cada vez mais célere e melhor detalhada. Neste documento,
apresenta-se uma abordagem híbrida reunindo o melhor de vários métodos e dos seus
níveis de detalhe, conciliando a ligeireza de análises volumétricas menos rigorosas com
o detalhe de outras mais minuciosas. Consumando as primeiras, um sistema destinado
a mapear o declive do terreno a partir de uma representação de baixa resolução volumé-
trica da ocupação circundante. Para a análise pormenorizada, duas novas métricas foram
concebidas para discriminar as exíguas variações de distância entre raios constituites de
medições de ocupação. A solução híbrida resultante da conjunção dessas duas repre-
sentações permite uma resposta segura para o mapeamento de traversabilidade e uma
robusta discriminação de vegetação vulnerável da que consitui obstáculos intransponí-
veis. Dois robots distintos permitiram testar a abordagem híbrida em duas aplicações
muito diferentes: um barco, no âmbito de um projecto europeu, ECHORD Riverwatch, e
um robot terrestre 4x4 para um projecto nacional, Introsys Robot.

Palavras-chave: Detecção de Obstáculos, Detecção de Vegetação, Percepção 3D, Robots
Autónomos, Robots Todo-o-terreno
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Introduction

Autonomously behaving machines have long been capturing people’s imagination and
every so often creating a sense of wonder on them. Science-fiction novels and films of
recent decades have exacerbated the excitement towards such a future where intelligent
robots share the world with us.

Amongst all areas of research, field robotics stands out as the one preparing robots
for the most problematic and estranged outdoor environments. The field’s undeniable
appeal has too motivated an increased investment on all artificial intelligence related
research. Recent developments reveal to be heightening the prospect of a wide range of
applications for autonomous robots.

A robot could be sent out to work on environments unfit for humans to do what they
would, without having to accommodate every other safety measure required for a person
to work, which could in fact, reveal to be impracticable at times.

The Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity Rover [22], self-captured on Figure 1.1, is the
latest and most advanced robotic platform to have landed on an extra-terrestrial planet
to date.

Forced by the lack of proper tele-operation, as the distance to a human operator on
Earth is far too big for a low latency communication, those robotic systems were made to
navigate on the planet’s surface completely on their own.

Just like its predecessors [62], it has proven to be an invaluable asset in unravelling
the mysteries, past and present, surrounding that planet [9].

Beyond pure exploration, these robots were envisioned to ultimately amount suffi-
cient information about the planet so to determine its habitability. It is a far fetched
hypothesis, but there may come a time where, to ensure the survival of earthly species,
including our own, the discovery of a suitable alternative planet for colonization may be
crucial.

Meanwhile, on our own blue planet efforts should also be made to maintain all ecosys-
tems, keeping that ever so fragile balance that makes life on Earth possible. Autonomous
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: MSL Curiosity Rover on Mars1.

robots may again be key instruments for exhaustive environmental monitoring. Either
keeping track of wildlife [66], controlling water quality [63], or preventing some fire to
overspread undetected [39], autonomous robots, tailored accordingly, present a prefer-
able solution for extensive surveys on remote and inaccessible places.

There is also a call for autonomous robots on humanitarian missions. A robot’s use-
fulness is well documented on de-mining work [24] as well as on search and rescue mis-
sions [43]. As robots can be made to cover wide areas they become the ideal tool, or even
partner, for a human worker from whom those tasks are required. Something to which
patrolling and reconnaissance endeavours also relate to [29].

Agriculture is an industry especially prone to the integration of robots. Every phase
within the agricultural process: soil cultivation or planting, monitoring, fertilizing, and
harvesting [14], [30], among others, benefit from having a driverless vehicle, terrestrial or
not, replace a human on such a dull and exhausting driving task.

In sum, autonomous field robots present themselves as a mean to replace humans on,
or at least unburden them of, some outdoor tasks they can not, should not, or simply are
not willing to, perform. Each application area raises its own set of research questions. A
robot’s purpose, as well as the environment it is expected to navigate in, is sure to affect
all of its physical and behavioural designs.

On that subject, the challenges posed onto a robot operating on a semi-structured
indoor environment are very different from the ones presented outdoors. Even more

1Image Credit:NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS http://www.nasa.gov/
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1. INTRODUCTION

problems rise if the robot is to engage a highly unstructured all-terrain setting, a world
far less touched by the human hand. From mechanical, through data acquisition, to infor-
mation processing on perceptive and planning stages, they will all differ from one type
of setting to another.

One of the most challenging and interesting areas to developing an autonomous
robotic system is the one organizing, identifying and interpreting all sensory information
towards a clear representation and understanding of the surrounding environment. Per-
ception on an autonomous robot is the cognitive component responsible for integrating
all imagery coming from multiple sources and construct a map labelling each surround-
ing object.

The most basic capability one expects from the perception module is to ensure a ro-
bust discrimination between passages and obstructions to the robot’s movement. That
will allow the navigation system to accurately evaluate the risks, along with the time and
energy consumption, associated with every single possible path.

However, on unstructured areas, where very few universal features hint either pas-
sage or obstruction, where little context relating each object can be found, where lighting
and weather conditions change abruptly, such a discrimination becomes a herculean as-
signment.

To humans, it seems a rather trivial thing to discern passages from obstructions from
afar, yet, artificial vision researchers have long been dwelling on the problem. The per-
ceptive mechanisms we come to construct over the years, merging and selecting which
sensory features provide the best estimate on a given situation, is something very difficult
to replicate on robotic systems.

The robotic agent may very well be equipped with a wide variety of sensory sys-
tems, providing all sorts of data about the environment, and some energy harvesting
system [35] allowing it to cover wide areas over extended periods of time, without con-
stant recharging procedures interrupting its operation.

Hence, a key challenge to perception will be to have the whole computational system
manage and process all that information in a light and swift manner. Otherwise, having
either the system’s memory overloaded or taking too long to identify and locate obstacles,
may delay each and every decision within the whole robotic system.

Yet the detail on obstacle detection, i.e., keeping the system sensible enough so to
differentiate true obstacles from those appearing to be so, should not be overlooked.

Figure 1.2 shows exemplary sites where all-terrain robots are expected to operate in.
Besides assessing the terrain’s roughness, it is easy to imagine light vegetation becoming
a serious problem to perception, and therefore, to the system’s navigation. If such foliage
and plants are not evaluated carefully, they can end up being labelled as impassable as
large trunks and rocks.

To judge whether an obstacle is solid or flexible may be a seriously complicated task
to do from afar. Clues can be found on multiple sources. Colour, thermal and depth
imagery offer some hints but the most reliable solution is, of course, through contact
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1. INTRODUCTION

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: All-terrain environment. (a) The change in light conditions makes visual
cues based on colour incomplete. (b) Off-road environments may present all kinds of
obstacles, some, like vegetation, should be deemed trespassable.

with those objects.

The dissertation here on presented discusses all matters related to perception through
studying a specific solution. The motivation lies on whether a three-dimensional percep-
tion system, fed only with depth imagery, is able to both register all information in a
robust way and map all obstacles to a robot’s passage.

The reason as to why imagery coming specifically from depth measuring sensors is
preferable for this outdoor perception approach is the fact that their readings, especially
those acquired by active sensors, are far less noisy and susceptible to light and weather
conditions, even if some particular acquisition problems are still to be expected.

Nonetheless, three-dimensional perception also has to manage massive amounts of
information when building up its own representation of the world, by carefully stor-
ing each and every incoming range image onto a single occupancy container. Then, the
problem is to attain a compromise between the system’s reach and precision with its com-
putational payload, for the more accurate are the assessments, the less prompt they also
become.

Though detail on terrain’s surface may be an affordable compromise, to analyse the
vegetation’s morphology, thus assess their trespassability, can only be done on some de-
termined level of detail. The challenge is then to have a light yet detailed enough system
thus capable of assessing not only how irregular and strenuous the terrain is, but also
the struggle the robot would submit itself should it opt to try overcoming some mild
vegetation.

The core of this document is to explore not how a single method assessing the en-
vironment’s traversability can be tuned to more or less accurate occupancy evaluations,
but rather how multiple volumetric representations and analyses, some coarse and some
scrupulous, can be matched together in a way that neither the system’s final payload
becomes overbearing nor the detail is to poor for a robust discrimination of light and
flexible vegetation from all other obstacles.

Hence, this hybrid arrangement, had occupancy represented on a low resolution base
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. Document Outline

frame structure feeding an equally coarse traversability analysis. The low detail on this
method makes it somewhat pessimistic as to which areas are in fact traversable. Then,
as those obstacle-labelled regions may include some flexible vegetation, two metrics de-
vised from on-scan fine analyses, wielding clues on how vulnerable and sparse the ob-
jects’ surfaces are, are combined for a final classification.

The hybrid approach was implemented and tested on two separate and very different
robotic platforms. One terrestrial and one navigating over water surface. As results will
show, it made possible for the hybrid approach to match performance with lightness on
traversability mapping and vegetation discrimination for three-dimensional perception
systems.

1.1 Document Outline

The two robotic systems, to which the hybrid model was applied, are exposed on chapter
??. The type of vehicles, their purposes, and, especially, the sensory equipment they hold
for three-dimensional perception is thoroughly revealed. This will provide a reference as
to why some methods later explained were fashioned in one way instead of another.

A description on the state-of-the-art follows on chapter ??. The reader will thus be
better familiarized with each and every matter related with 3-D acquisition and process-
ing.

Then, chapter ?? explains how some tools came into play in the systems’ conception.
Furthermore, a large section, section ??, is dedicated to describing the first stage in the
whole process: three-dimensional occupancy acquisition and registration.

Consequently, chapter ?? describes, in detail, each decision that led to the traversabil-
ity mapping, and its coarse obstacle segmentation.

Every detail concerning the two range scan-based metrics are introduced through
chapter ??. Both their applicability and limitations are duly discussed.

The hybrid approach, that final arrangement between coarse and fine assessments on
obstacles, is presented on chapter ??. Here, the particularities fitting each robot’s hybrid
solution are also brought to light.

Chapter ?? is entitled with exposing the field test results on applying the hybrid ap-
proach to both robotic platform’s 3-D perception.

An overview on the whole work, discussing all experimental results and future ex-
tensions and improvements to the hybrid approach is presented on chapter ??’s closing
paragraphs.
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2

The Robotic Platforms

Two off-road robotic systems, from two separate projects in field robotics, were called
upon to test the three-dimensional perception hybrid model with real world experimen-
tations.

First, on section ??, the terrestrial platform known as the Introbot is succinctly de-
scribed. Section ??, will report on ECHORD Riverwatch’s surface vehicle. Both sec-
tions will cover topics like the vehicles’ backgrounds, their missions, their singularities,
and last, but not least, the sensory equipment contributing to this dissertation’s three-
dimensional perception representations.

Hopefully, the reader will be better acquainted with each robot’s needs and limita-
tions, and have an easier understanding of the little implementation nuances and adap-
tations the hybrid model has been subjected to.

2.1 The Introbot Robotic Platform

The Introbot is a robotic platform envisioned for ground-based outdoor general appli-
cations like surveillance and environmental monitoring. The result of a cooperation be-
tween a Portuguese SME company IntRoSys, S.A.1, University of Lisbon’s LabMAg 2 and
Uninova CTS3 in the context of the QREN project: Introsys Robot4.

All-terrain autonomous systems have taken different solutions. Robots were de-
signed to move through the use of tracks [59] for better traction, made into a spherical
shapes [31], and even legged robotic systems [74] to convene a more flexible locomotion.
Though these robots seem quite different, setting locomotion and odometry aside, they
will be challenged by the very same cognitive problems.

1IntRoSys, S.A. http://http://www.introsys.eu
2LabMAg of the University of Lisbon http://labmag.di.fc.ul.pt
3Uninova - Centre of Technology and Systems http://cts.uninova.pt/
4Introsys Robot, project number 2008/002641 http://www.introbot.pt
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2. THE ROBOTIC PLATFORMS 2.1. The Introbot Robotic Platform

Figure 2.1: The Introbot in its environment

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Introbot locomotion modes. (a) Double Ackerman. (b) Lateral. (c) Turning
point. (d) Displacement.

Having each wheel driven by a dedicated motor, the Introbot was able to reconfig-
ure itself into five different locomotion arrangements to better fit any given situation.
Figure ?? shows the robot taking four of those configurations. Furthermore, the direct
coupling of motor and wheel, through a gear, led to fewer slips in traction and less en-
ergy consumption.

In the end, these four independently actuated wheels made the Introbot a flexible
robotic platform, reaching up to 1.5 ms−1 and coping with terrain as sloped as 45◦.

Processing was assured by a Pentium(R) Core 2 duo CPU T4300 2.10 GHz with 4 GB
2.4 GHz of RAM, running a 32-bit Linux distribution Ubuntu 10.10 (Maverick Meerkat)
under an Intel i7 industrial board.

To have a constant measure of both the robot’s position and attitude a Xsens MTi-G
inertial measurement unit (IMU) with a built-in global positioning system (GPS) device
is available.

The sensor package is composed by multiplicity of perceptional devices that include a
Sick LMS111 laser scanner mounted on a tilting system, driven by a Shunck PRL 60 servo

8



2. THE ROBOTIC PLATFORMS 2.1. The Introbot Robotic Platform

Figure 2.3: Introbot’s perception sensor package

motor, a stereoscopic vision sensor, pairing two Point Grey Dragonfly R©2 cameras, and
a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera by Computar Ganz (see Figure ??). Additional ultrasonic
sensors and a set of monocular cameras completes the robot’s surrounding awareness.

Figure 2.4: Introbot’s laser scanner field-of-view. The 2D laser sweep, in red, is made to
rotate up and down, through the use of a dedicated servo motor, to cover a wider area of
the environment, illustrated by the orange surface on the ground.

Hence, a 800 mm× 1500 mm× 700 mm highly capable mobile robot platform, weigh-
ing 100 kg, is here fully equipped to operate in all-terrain and all-weather situations. For
a deeper insight on this robot’s hardware and software features refer to [56], [20].

The three-dimensional perception system for a robot thus designed should be able to
map traversable areas and obstacles alike. Moreover, given the laser scanner’s precision
and resolution, some non-obstructing artefacts, like light vegetation, should be deemed

9



2. THE ROBOTIC PLATFORMS 2.2. The ECHORD Riverwatch Surface Vehicle

crossable.

The laser range scanner was set to its best angular resolution of 0.25o, retrieving 1040

depth measures up to 20 m over its 270o field-of-view, at a rate of 25 Hz. The tilting mount
broaden the laser’s 2-D coverage, as Figure ?? shows.

2.2 The ECHORD Riverwatch Surface Vehicle

Environmental monitoring tasks on riverine environments is amongst the most demand-
ing because it often requires extensive and remote assessments on biodiversity and pol-
lution levels in both water (river stream) and land (riverbanks).

Figure 2.5: The surface-aerial marsupial robotic team. The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) just took off the Autonomous Surface Vehicle (ASV) in order to engage on an
aerial survey, expanding the robotic system’s awareness of the environment. As a result
of this cooperative perception, the robotic ensemble is capable of setting navigation plans
with a lookahead that far exceeds the one available from the ASV’s onboard sensors.

The ECHORD Riverwatch experiment5, an effort by Uninova CTS6, with the volun-
tary contribution of ISCTE-IUL7, proposed a riverine environmental monitoring solution
where a team composed by two autonomous robots (see Figure ??), one navigating on
water surface and the other flying overhead, would scout and collect as much informa-
tion about the environment as possible [26]. A problem which sensor networks [53] and
satellite remote sensing techniques [61] can not seem to cover efficiently.

5Co-funded by EU FP7 ECHORD project, grant number 231143 http://riverwatchws.cloudapp.
net/

6Uninova - Centre of Technology and Systems http://cts.uninova.pt/
7ISCTE-University Institute of Lisbon http://http://iscte-iul.pt/
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2. THE ROBOTIC PLATFORMS 2.2. The ECHORD Riverwatch Surface Vehicle

The symbiotic relation between the two, namely their sensory redundancy, allows for
the group to cover wider areas and to extend each vehicle’s perceptual field-of-views
(FOVs) by combining their cues on mapping procedures [32]. Moreover, whenever the
aerial vehicle’s energy becomes near depletion, it may land on the surface vehicle for a
recharge [34], something already implemented on ground vehicles [42]. Figure ?? shows
how their field of views overlap, allowing a cooperative understanding of the surround-
ing environment.

Figure 2.6: Riverwatch’s cooperative perception principle [47].

The ECHORD Riverwatch consists of a catamaran-like Autonomous Surface Vehicle
(ASV) piggybacking a 6-rotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) with vertical takeoff and
landing capabilities (see Figure ??). Leveraging on a small sized ASV [34] would limit the
system’s ability to perform future missions with sample return requirements.

The ASV is based on a 4.5 m long, 2.44 m wide, Nacra 4.5 catamaran with a differential
propulsion driven by two fixed Haswing Protuar 2 hp electric motors, one per hull. This
configuration permitted a linear velocity of 3 ms−1 and a maximum in-place rotation rate
of 0.2 radians per second.

High processing capacity is assured by three i7-3770 Ivy Bridge systems, running
Ubuntu 12.04 LTS (Precise Pangolin) distribution. The power distribution, management
and fail-safe mechanisms are implemented using one board designed specifically for this
application based on a DSPIC33EP256MU810 microcontroler.

Environment perception is ensured by a long range laser scanner LD-LRS2100, from
Sick, on a tilting apparatus driven by a Dynamixel MX-106 servo motor, an underwater
sonar DeltaT 837B, from Imagenex, and a multi-camera vision system Ladybug R©3, from
Point Grey. Figure ?? highlights the location of both range measuring systems on the
boat.

11



2. THE ROBOTIC PLATFORMS 2.2. The ECHORD Riverwatch Surface Vehicle

For localisation purposes, the ASV is equipped with a 2 cm horizontal accuracy GPS-
RTK Proflex 800, from Ashtec SAS, and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) PhidgetSpa-
tial, from Phidgets. Additional information on the two vehicles’ hardware and software
architectures can be found on previously published work [48].

Figure 2.7: Sensor’s placement on the ASV. Laser and sonar highlighted in red.

The sonar was set to create 240 range measures equally spaced on a 120o interval (as
shown in Figure ?? (b)). It has as a maximum range of 300 meters and publishes, to the
prescribed resolution, at a fixed rate of 10 Hz. In its turn, the laser’s configuration lead to
1440 depth measures being produced every 200 ms, measuring as far as 250 m on a 360o

field-of-view (Figure ?? (b))).

In order to better exploit these bi-dimensional sensors some measures were taken.
The sonar was fixed on a predetermined tilt angle (see Figure ??) so it might foresee some
obstacles in the robot’s path without compromising the bathymetry process.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Sonar Tilted Mount. (a) Tilted Sonar Mount: The support frame linking the
sonar to the boat is exactly at 90o to its deck, and the sonar is fixed at a 21o angle from
the frame itself. (b) Boat’s new underwater field-of-view with tilted sonar, blue circular
section.

In it’s turn, the laser was mounted on a tilting frame that would rotate up and down

12



2. THE ROBOTIC PLATFORMS 2.2. The ECHORD Riverwatch Surface Vehicle

enabling, through some calculation, a three dimensional reconstruction above water, just
as depicted in Figure ??. Figure ?? (a) (b) shows how the servo motor is used to force the
laser mount to oscillate a certain angle span, thus widening the laser’s field of view.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.9: Laser Tilt Mount. (a) Cyclic tilting (rotation axis in red) between 0o and (b)
19o expanding the laser’s field-of-view to a sphere section, green volume on (c).

Along with obstacle detection, both above and below water surface, the ability to find
a docking area for the ASV may be vital under severe weather conditions or on consid-
erably low-energy availability, or whenever any collected samples need to be physically
brought to shore.

Thusly, it is required of the three-dimensional perception module to map all those
obstacles and also locate docking areas, meaning shorelines clear of unmovable obsta-
cles. This implies the capacity to discern the flexibility of on-land vegetation, making it a
perfect application scenario for the hybrid approach here on presented.

13
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Related Work

This chapter is intended to give an overview of the state-of-the-art of each component’s
underlying concept in order to set the reader on full context with the system’s intrinsic
complexities. The ensuing topics are presented according to the system’s construction
phases and following the flow of information coursing through the system.

3.1 Volumetric Registration

First and foremost, one has to consider the way readings coming from different depth
scanning sources are collected and co-related for posterior analyses. The environment’s
three-dimensional modelling is thus this section’s core subject.

A popular approach is to have every range image’s endpoint registered on a single
occupancy point array. The environment’s point cloud is thus built upon the successive
accumulation of every range image’s measurements, in the form of a set of Cartesian
coordinate occupied points referenced on a fixed frame. This point cloud based approach
has been successively applied to 3-D SLAM systems [12], [44]. However, this method
lacks the capacity to fully represent the environment’s occupancy as each point within
the whole cloud accounts only for occupied hit points whilst free and unknown space is
left unattended.

Thus, space once occupied can not ever be cleared and appropriately labelled as free
space. That means that, for instance, a person walking around in a nearby area would
leave a permanent trail of occupied space behind. So, any dynamic object is sure to cre-
ate false artefacts in the environment’s model, hampering future navigation planning
options. Point clouds, registering each incoming occupancy reading will be particularly
unprepared to deal with sensor noise. If a measurement is, for one reason or another,
faulty it will be accumulated as if it were not. Then the space corresponding to that
reading will be forever marked occupied, something that could further give a mislead-
ing indication that an obstruction is present. Furthermore, the memory consumption of
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3. RELATED WORK 3.1. Volumetric Registration

this representation increases with the number of measurements. That is a real problem,
as there is no upper bound to such a container, no matter the amount of space covered
by the robotic platform. So, this approach is better suited to modelling a very controlled
environment, with depth scanning systems highly accurate and precise, mounted on suf-
ficiently stable platforms.

Another solution comes from using a 2-D horizontal map with each cell representa-
tive of the state the corresponding volume finds itself. An elevation map [25], [27], storing
the maximum height found by enclosed hit measures is a perfect example. Multi-level
surface maps [67], [51] have 3-D bodies represented by their heights over a horizontal
grid, just like elevation maps do, but do allow vertically overlapping objects to be regis-
tered. Similarly, [23] uses classes to represent the different types of structures overhang-
ing. On these approaches, though memory consumption is decreased, still neither free
nor unknown spaces are covered, not explicitly at least. Furthermore, they rely on some
assumptions that are simply inconceivable when modelling all-terrain environments for
navigation purposes.

The logic step is then to use a grid of equally sized cubic volumes, voxels (volumetric
elements), to fully discretize the mapped volume. This approach has long been studied
[52], [41]. Here, there is no need to sum up the vertical dimension’s occupation on a
single horizontal cell. Instead, the whole environment’s bounding box is represented
and partitioned into little volumetric elements.

Then, extending what has already been done for two-dimensional occupancy grids
[65], where each space element takes on a continuous value, initialized with 0.5, un-
known, is made to fluctuate between 0 and 1, i.e, free and occupied states, respectively.

Whenever a range measurement arrives, the voxel’s value at that distance will be in-
creased and all others standing in between the scanning source and that point will have
their values decreased. The effect each reading has on a given voxel’s value can follow
a Bayesian updating mechanism [65], or have one of either free or occupied counters in-
creased, as it would on reflection maps [65], to be correlated to give a final probabilistic
measure on the likelihood the voxel’s occupancy state. Whichever the update mecha-
nism, it is guaranteed that not only the three space states are thus covered, but that a
voxel’s state can also embed a historic profile of a volume’s occupancy.

Still, three-dimensional occupancy grids suffer from multiple problems such has the
large memory allocated whenever this type of structure is created. The whole bounding
box, enveloping the target area, is inherently represented, regardless of the actual infor-
mation it stores. Specifically, the voxels containing no information, the ones representing
unknown space, have to be explicitly allocated, which leads to a lot of superfluous space
on the container.

This issue becomes increasingly aggravated, prohibitive even, when modelling exten-
sive outdoor environments, moreover if a certain level of detail is necessary to distinc-
tively map the large object diversity found on off-road environments.

While on that subject, if the purpose of the whole modelling process is to harness the
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sufficient amount of information about the environment so to prepare a robot to navigate
and explore unknown territories, it is expected that extensions to the model to be pos-
sible. However, for the three-dimensional occupancy array to be initialized, the bounds
of the modelled area have to be defined in advance. So, because allocating a large area,
anticipating future explorations on unknown regions, will most definitely lead to further
unneeded space to be allocated, unconstrained all-terrain exploration is just something
occupancy grids are not suited for, as the primary container at least.

A solution, often used, is to have a rolling-window mechanism, constantly relocating
each represented volume as the robot moves through its environment, maintaining the
fixed-sized grid centred on the vehicle at all times. This makes the system capable of
representing new territories as the robot explores unfamiliar areas, but will prevent the
system to recollect space previously experienced.

The memory waste innate to 3-D occupancy grids, can be greatly reduced by devising
continuous vertical volumes, placed over a rigid horizontal grid, made to group each in-
coming distance reading. Thus only actually perceived volumes are explicitly modelled.
Multi-volume occupancy grids [15], or MVOGs, extend the concept behind multi-level
surface maps to allow occupied and free measurements to be stored in separate volu-
metric groups, one dedicated to count positive accounts and the other negative ones.
Unknown space is left to all volumes outlying the model.

A different solution is to have the cubic volumetric elements subdividing space on a
tree-like manner. The structure presents itself as a quad-tree extension to a third dimen-
sion, where each space element is recursively subdivided into eight, rather than four,
sub-elements. Figure ?? displays how each tree node volume is split into equally sized
leaf octants.

Figure 3.1: Octree recursive space division. From top down, each parent leaf node gives
way to eight child nodes, representing in finer detail the corresponding octants states.
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Octrees were introduced by Donald Meagher [38] as a compact computer graphics
solution to representing objects. The initial approach had free and occupied voxel’s states
take on a boolean value [73]. Then a probabilistic approach was introduced to relay a
sense of trust to the stored occupancy estimate [46], [18], [45].

Like in MVOGs, octrees only have volumes represented where readings have ac-
counted either free or occupied space. Uninitialized tree nodes are then assigned to
model unknown space. This fact makes a container thus structured very compact.

Being a tree-based structure, the whole mapped area needs not to be foreknown as the
model can be easily expanded. This endows a special aptness for modelling unexplored
territories, a commonplace in all-terrain navigation.

Beyond that fact, the hierarchic nature of this 3-D structure allows for representations
at different resolutions to be attained by inspecting singularly each tree level.

The above-mentioned approaches do not explicitly address the problems of mem-
ory consumption or map over-confidence. A solution by the name of Deferred Refer-
ence Counting Octrees [17] presents a particular octree application to particle filter-based
SLAM techniques, including an efficient occupancy updating along with a lossy com-
pression method. Still, neither multi-resolution representations can be assessed nor the
issue related with map over-confidence.

Henceforth, comes the OctoMap [75], dealing with problems concerning updatability,
map overconfidence, and, especially, lossless compression. As it gathered all the charac-
teristics all-terrain environment modelling requires, it became the tool of choice for this
hybrid approach’s 3-D occupancy registration.

On the next chapter, there is a particular section, ??, where the three-dimensional reg-
istration process is explained in full detail. There, as the OctoMap octree structure is
brought into play, a description on how it addresses every issue, from occupancy updat-
ing to its tolerance towards sensor noise, will clarify as to why it became the preferred
solution.

3.2 Obstacle Detection

This section relays a review of the most relevant approaches to terrain classification
through volumetric information, especially those meant to assess obstacles and traversable
areas on all-terrain environments.

The volumetric information can be provided directly by depth scanning systems, like
laser scanners, sonars and stereoscopic vision, or, as last section explained, through the
estimates from an ongoing occupancy registration on a midway container.

Either way, there is a lot of research as to what should be done with that occupancy
information regarding obstacle detection, especially on unstructured off-road settings.

One solution is to assume that a flat ground surface is present and attainable. On
those circumstances, a plane corresponding to the ground surface can be found among
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that 3-D occupancy information. If those points/voxels can be identified, all others stand-
ing out of that estimated ground plane are bound to belong to obstacles [13], [70], [33]. A
similar work can be found on [4] and [49], using to the same effect homography estima-
tions and Hough space of planes, respectively. These solutions reveal themselves very
efficient when applied on urban and most on-road environments. Mostly because hu-
mans tend to shape their environment to simplistic and non-occluding structures. And
that includes keeping an even and exposed ground surface. Unfortunately, or not, na-
ture seldom abides by that rule. All-terrain environments present very few structure
whatsoever, and the ground surface, especially, is often everything but flat. Hence, ap-
plying those methods to such irregular terrain will likely falter, as any bump, hill or hole
is bound to fall off the estimated plane model, thus misleadingly assigning the space
obstructed.

If instead of modelling the ground surface through one single plane model, one could
set the approach a step further by having different plane models fit locally to each and
every uneven terrain patch, the problem would be in part resolved [40], [19], [60], [21],
[6], [76]. The problem here is to define what local really means, because the higher the
resolution the heavier the process’s computational load. Rusu’s approach on this subject
[55] has a preliminary polygon model fitting process instead, labelling each with different
classes of objects, like ground, stairs and vertical objects, leaving residuals to be fit to
local plane models. However, this approach is still lacking experimental validation on
all-terrain environments.

A completely different approach is to leave all those model fitting procedures and
evaluate geometrically neighbour 3-D points, which in this case, of course, relate to the
container’s occupied volume’s centroids. Nevertheless, geometrical relationships can
provide a more accurate discrimination between traversable terrain, irregular terrain,
and obstacles. These types of methods have been applied on a scan-by-scan basis [11],
directly on 2-D laser readings, and on a column-wise fashion [5], [16], given a whole
picture by stereo-based systems.

Thus, these methods can only be as accurate as the incoming occupancy information
is. The later approaches suffered from sensor’s noisy and ill registered readings. Again,
having a midway container integrating readings, through a probabilistic updating policy
[75], ensures a certain level of fealty to the method’s 3-D information. Beyond that fact,
such approaches’ robustness depends mostly on the incoming occupancy information’s
detail and resolution. Solutions like [64], [37], [57] proposed and validated for stereo-
based 3-D point clouds, have that granularity defined by the sensory equipment.

Here, the occupancy structure, where every reading is accumulated and which esti-
mates are then provided to further evaluation, can be tuned to whichever detail level the
method needs to attain an accurate enough traversability mapping without over-loading
the system’s computational capacity.
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3.3 3-D Vegetation Classification

Though suffering from sensor noise, analyses directly on acquired range and disparity
images [7], [58], [8], [33] attain a more detailed obstacle detection, prone to uncover that
fine line separating a solid unmovable object from all flexible and feeble-looking ones.

Hence, if a reasonably reliable depth source is chosen, i.e., favouring laser scanners
over stereo camera systems, heuristics can be applied to retrieve a far less ambiguous
detection, and have true obstacles like large tree trunks or big rocks discriminated from
trespassable ones, like light vegetation.

Single point statistics have been reported [36] to differentiate vegetation from solid
surfaces, like tall grass from rocks, over 2-D laser scan readings. On dense 3-D point
clouds, Wellington’s [71], [72], and Vandapel’s [69] work have produced similarly accu-
rate results.

Another approach is to have heuristics cover outlier points resulting from a line fitting
process applied on a scan-by-scan basis to two-dimensional laser depth images [40], [3],
[10], [68], [1].

These methods’ accuracy entails highly demanding computational processes and rely
on equally accurate acquisition and registration.

The work presented in this document proposes a hybrid approach for traversability
mapping. Just like [57] meshes plane-fitting with 3-D point relations, towards a differ-
entiated analysis on both large and small obstacles, respectively, this solution intends
to take advantage of a coarser 3-D point geometrical mapping, to detect obstructed ar-
eas, and further evaluate those by more accurate on-scan heuristics. Thus, the strengths
of both techniques, one’s computational parsimony and broader applicability, and the
other’s focused accuracy, are brought together on a terrain mapping system, discriminat-
ing light vegetation from unmovable obstacles, for less constrained, yet safe, all-terrain
navigation.
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4

Supporting Concepts

The current chapter serves as a bridge between the previous state-of-the-art documenta-
tion and the core obstacle detection system’s dissertation of subsequent chapters. Doing
so, it brings to light not only every other tool, platform and functionality that came to aid
the system’s conception, but also some preliminary or accessory implementation stages
as well.

Therefore, the Robotic Operating System (ROS) is briefly introduced as it settled the
base framework upon which all high level software blocks were implemented. Follow-
ing that topic comes a general explanation on how every part of the implementation is
devised within ROS’s environment. Once that is done it should be clear just where the
three-dimensional perception system places itself in both test-subject autonomous vehi-
cle’s great scheme of things.

Much like the first section, the second presents the Point Cloud Library (PCL) which
revealed to be an ideal assistant on most matters 3-D, as it already includes a wide vari-
ety of features and algorithms applicable to both indoor and outdoor three-dimensional
perception.

The succeeding section is dedicated to uncover the whole perception process’s initial
step: the three-dimensional registration of range imagery acquired from all qualified sen-
sors. In that regard, Wurm’s OctoMap structure is revealed as the fathering container to
all occupancy information.

For more specific operations over 3-D information, like the ones forging most of the
remainder obstacle detector methods’, a dedicated volumetric element grid container
was developed. Hence the last section delivers an early and succinct account of this
custom-made three dimensional structure.
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4.1 Robotic Operating System

The Robotic Operating System (ROS) [50] collects a multitude of tools and libraries aimed
specifically at each and every matter a robotic system’s software is supposed to cover,
and, at the same time, condenses them all up into a single framework with its own con-
vention on software and communication architecture. ROS also provides a whole set
of device drivers handling most hardware problems, encouraging developers to higher-
levelled research on their own robotic systems.

The key guidelines on ROS is modularity and parallelism. The founding concept is
that most functionalities are to be developed separately into dedicated packages. This
way different program units, or, as they are commonly known for, nodes, can work in-
dependently and simultaneously. For these nodes to cooperate and behave accordingly
as a whole complex robotic system, ROS provides both synchronous, through topics, and
asynchronous, with services, message broadcast/exchange mechanisms. It’s distributed
approach allows these software blocks to be rationed over different processing units,
communicating over different mediums yet through a common channel, and, ultimately,
promotes a basis for cooperation and information sharing among multiple robotic sys-
tems.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Rigid transforms in both vehicles. Transforms from sensory sources (Laser
and Sonar) to robot’s base frame, and from that to world coordinate frame. Although the
models’ transform tree is much more complex, these are the essential frames for occu-
pancy registration.

The node comprising all three-dimensional perception is assigned with creating a 3-
D representation of the world and deriving critical information from it. Discerning clear
passage areas from obstructed ones, or the recognition of mission specific target regions
and artefacts, are some output examples.

First and foremost, this 3DPerceptionServer node needs to be actively updated with
information concerning the robot’s location in the world, i.e., against a fixed reference
frame, as well as it’s sensors accurate placement on board in respect to its own reference
base frame.
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Figure 4.2: ROS nodes’ graph. To the left both robot’s sensors and actuators (Introbot’s
in green, Boat’s in blue). The hardware controller nodes interfaced the equipment’s the
low level communication with ROS’s topic and service paradigm. Arrows’ colors dif-
ferentiate the type of messages under those topics: orange sensor_msgs/JointState, green
sensor_msgs/IMU, blue sensor_msgs/NavSatFix, red sensor_msgs/LaserScan and in dark
red sensor_msgs/PointCloud2 message. On the right, the complete tf message, joining the
robot’s inner structure, to its base link’s position relatively to a world’s fixed reference.
Both Localization and Navigation nodes subscribe, as well as this 3-D perception sys-
tem’s node, 3DPerceptionServer, to the whole tree structure under this topic.

In ROS, this is attained by means of the topic /tf where every element, link concern-
ing both the robot and its surroundings, is hierarchically organized on a single tree-like
structure. Here, rigid transforms, as in joints, disclose how each and every of those ele-
ment’s coordinate frames are positioned against each other. Figure ?? depicts both robot’s
reference frames most relevant for this three-dimensional perception system.

Two main nodes are in charge of deriving and publishing those transforms on a con-
stant basis. The robotStatePublisher node, once supplied with the robot’s Unified Robot
Description Format (URDF) file, defining each intrinsic link and joint, will be able to
publish all fixed joints’ transforms as well as any dynamic joint’s provided the respective
sensor_msgs/JointState message is also available. Thus, the robot’s fixed joint transforms,
like the one joining Sonar and Boat frames (see Figure ?? b)), revolute and continuous, cov-
ering respectively, laser’s tilting movements (transform between Servo and Laser frames
in Figure ?? a)) and either wheels’ or propellers’ unrestrained rolling, are all accounted
for.

Simultaneously, nodes concerning the localization and navigation blocks are respon-
sible for completing the transform tree, integrating sensory inputs from such sources as
inertial measurement units (IMUs), GPS and odometry estimations to attain the robot’s
position and attitude towards a fixed reference frame. The ultimate purpose will be to
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publish that ultimate transform on top of the tree estimating the robot’s location in its
environment.

So the node 3DPerceptionServer subscribes, or listens, to all transforms broadcasted
under that topic, tf, even though it ends up only querying about specific paths within it’s
tree. This way it will be able to integrate all range imagery, coming from different sen-
sors, into one unique representation of the world. Figure ?? sums up it all up, meaning,
the software architecture enveloping this three-dimensional perception system’s imple-
mentation under ROS.

4.2 Point Cloud Library

The Point Cloud Library [54], PCL, is a cross-platform framework, i.e., compliant with
Linux, MacOS, Windows, and Android/iOS, aimed to handle 3-D representations in
point cloud format. The API version hereby used in this system was 1.6.0.

The PCL is subdivided into multiple smaller code libraries, thus separating all of
its content algorithms, filtering, feature extraction, registration, surface reconstruction,
model fitting and segmentation. This way one can select which processing libraries are
suited to the application at hand and chose to deploy only those, keeping the system as
clean and concise as possible.

Although point clouds are unfit to deal with all-terrain occupancy representation,
specifically as its main container, they were still a valuable resource as a midway ves-
sel between all operations within the 3-D perception module. Besides, some algorithms
thereupon available, like filtering outliers in incoming sensory depth images or euclidean
clustering, revealed instrumental. Point clouds under PCL also presented themselves as
a mean to ease the transition between the main occupancy structures, like the OctoMap
and dedicated voxel grids, and the 3-D representations diffused under the ROS message
types (sensor_msgs/LaserScan and sensor_msgs/PointCloud2).

4.3 3-D Registration

The way a robot perceives its surrounding environment reveals to be linked to every
part of its cognitive process. The work here on presented accounts for a specific solution
aimed strictly at three dimensional perception.

Although most robotic systems are equipped with different scanning systems, cap-
turing, for instance, visual or thermal information from the environment which could be,
in fact, instrumental for the system’s situational awareness, the core subject on this doc-
ument is a method by which specific 3-D occupancy information is gathered, stored and
analysed to detect obstacles and clear passage areas.

To that end, dedicated sensors are set to capture three-dimensional data from the sur-
rounding environment, rendered in the form of either 3-D point clouds or range images.
Whichever the scheme, that occupied spatial information is represented on a continuous
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model, i.e., each hit point has either a continuous range value, on spheric coordinates, or
three unquantized coordinate values, on the Cartesian system.

There are two main approaches to storing three-dimensional occupation. One, point-
based, is to accumulate those sensors’ continuous measures on an ever-extending point
cloud. The other, voxel-based, is to partition space into volumetric cubic elements, having
each of those store a single occupancy measure to be somehow representative of enclosed
sensor readings. Each solution has its merits and its faults, and the decision on either one
affects the whole subsequent processing concept and paradigm.

Figure 4.3: Objects distortion caused by undersampling space. The point cloud (left) be-
comes distorted and inflated as its representation’s resolution lessens, i.e., as the voxel’s
size is increased (from left to right).

As the former offers the maximum possible detail, it also requires a whole lot more
memory to be allocated just to store information. Consequently, all algorithms around
that information will entail heavier processing. The latter is bound to carry some loss
of information resulting from spatial quantization errors (see Figure ??), however high
its resolution. Nonetheless, its voxels’ occupancy upkeep mechanism may provide an
answer to a problem the point-based approach is particularly susceptible to: ill registered
occupancy readings.

In field robotics there is no shortage on reasons for a sensory input to be misinter-
preted and completely deceiving. A pose estimation error, for instance, like one created
by a slip on the robot’s traction, or by a bump from a foreign body, may be sufficient
to cause some abrupt changes in attitude that the localization system can’t evaluate in
time. Particularly, its localization input sources, like the inertial measurement unit’s or
the odometry’s pose assessments, may not be as responsive as it would be necessary
for the robot’s attitude to be accurately synced with what he’s perceiving. Hence, like
Figure ?? illustrates, imagery readings would be credited, and registered on, to different
positions than they were actually acquired from.

The robot itself may have some faulty mechanism or design flaw inducing erratic im-
agery registration lapses. One example is some sensory platform mechanism, like the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Registration errors due to faulty pose estimations. (a) The Introbot has just
bumped into a nearby rock, causing a considerable jump between two consecutive laser
scanner’s range images, in green the scan taken immediately before, in red after. In (b)
the effects of having the pose estimation not assessed in as fast as the laser scanner detects
that same jump. It was deliberately exaggerated to show how the example’s tree trunk
representation may become distorted.

experiments’ laser scanner’s tilting apparatus presented earlier. If those imagery read-
ings are not synced to almost perfection with the servo motor’s encoder information,
huge displacements are certain to appear on far-away range measurements. Figure ??
shows how an even surface may be differently sensed on unmatched tilting cycles.

Thus, reliable sensory synchronization is absolutely imperative, especially in occupa-
tion registry. Still, sensors may also malfunction or, worse yet, produce fictitious assump-
tions provoked by their own acquisition limitations.

A whole different matter concerns the belief that radar systems will sense in-range
objects as they reflect its beams back to source. This assumption reveals to be wrong
under certain circumstances, making objects resemble holes and strange artefacts in the
image.

Recalling some electromagnetic radiation theory, some materials’ surfaces are less re-
flective to specific incident wave’s frequency. Some objects are well known to absorb
all, or the better part of, incoming radiation, from say a laser scanner’s specific emission,
leaving no significant reflecting wave to be propagated back to source (see Figure ??). The
beam’s incidence angle towards an object’s surface may also be an issue. Large incidence
angles may provoke the beam to be reflected off the surface away from the source, as
in specular reflection, mimicking a hole on it or even reflect beyond onto another object,
mirroring artefacts below the object’s surface.

Other outdoor range scanning systems present their own misgivings. Stereo-vision,
for instance, is highly noisy and the fact that it extracts depth from texture features
common to its cameras’ images, means holes will be created whenever uniform smooth
enough surfaces are encountered, or become greatly impaired if the lighting conditions
become unfavourable.

In summation, volumetric rendering on such troublesome circumstances, with dis-
turbances having so many origins and causes, must be handled in a robust enough way
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Figure 4.5: Registration errors due to unsynced information. On a semi-even terrain, such
as this, a tilting servo’s encoder information permanent delay, in respect to the laser’s
range scan, will create two ill-placed ground surfaces on the terrain’s 3-D representation.
On the downwards movement, the laser will sense the ground closer than ought to given
the harnessed tilt angle, translating the ground surface representation above the actual
one. While moving back up, the outdated tilt angle will project the laser’s scans below
the ground surface.

to cope with all registration problems that are therefore likely to occur.

The point-based approach credits equal confidence to all readings as it stores every
single one of them on a set of three-dimensional points, regardless of their integrity.

Contrarily, the voxel-based’s inherit discretization of space implicates that a represen-
tative measure of occupancy shall be rendered for each volumetric space unit. This mea-
sure may be as simple as the binary report on whether that particular space as ever been
matched, or, and here is the beauty of it, the measure may weight and correlate every cur-
rent and past reading. This would implicitly embed a notion of occupancy consensus for
each space unit, ultimately filtering those aforementioned flawed measurements which
are, by nature, inconsistent throughout time and space.

That is about the main reason why the voxel-based approach is preferred over the
point one, even if it means losing some detail over subsequent analysis. Then the solu-
tion becomes to attune the right occupancy registration granularity to the system’s needs
and limitations, meaning to balance the right level of detail with the overall system’s
computational load, range of applicability, the robot’s final purpose, distance covered,
sensory field-of-view, among other constraints.

At this point, it has been established a few traits the container for occupancy should
hold to be minimally compliant with some issues inherent to all-terrain three-dimensional
perception. Specially, it has been discussed how occupancy is represented, leaving to con-
sider what occupancy should really enclose.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Registration errors due to propagation singularities. The scan portion incident
on water (a) does not return to source and will thus indicate the water surface as free
space. (b) Corresponding range scan’s free space.

The occupancy information harnessed by 3-D sensors, whichever its format, only por-
traits occupied space. Those range images and point clouds, in their turn, can be further
exploited to pertain free space corresponding to each underlying line-of-sight from their
source to each measured occupied point. Additionally, unsampled space, to which infor-
mation is yet to be acquired, should also be considered in the occupancy model.

Hence, three primary states are assigned to space occupancy: occupied, free and un-
known. Whichever the space’s modelling this distinction has to be somehow represented
clearly in order for the robot to hone a complete knowledge of its surrounding environ-
ment.

These states are almost impossible to maintain through a point-based approach. Free
space is particularly difficult, not to say impossible, to represent through isolated points
in space. Unknown space, i.e., space to which the robot has no information about, reveals
to be inconceivable through 3-D points. Hence, another voxel-oriented method’s major
advantage over the point one, as its cubic space elements can be set to unknown, as a de-
fault state, and then, as measures arrive, made to change fittingly its state representation
to occupied or free.

The discrimination between free and occupied space brought by any measured hit
point is part of an algorithm commonly known for its application on computer graphics
rendering: ray-casting (see Figure ??). Here, it serves the purpose of geometrically resolv-
ing which voxels belong to the sensor’s clear line of sight, hence free space, and which
one encloses the hit point, consequently hinted as occupied. It mimics the projection of
a ray from the source directed to the object’s hit point. The voxels the ray intersect in its
path are thereafter considered free. This process is replicated on each and every point
included in incoming 3-D images.

In range finder based sensors, like laser scanners and sonars, emitted beams are often
directed on paths which no object in-sight is there to reflect. On those occasions, which
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Figure 4.7: Octree ray-casting. For a single beam from a range sensor image, this example
shows the case for a hit beam case, although the process is entirely the same if the range
limit was returned (no reflected beam received). The voxels found in between source
and hit point are updated with a free space account, green cubes, whereas the hit corre-
sponding voxel, red cube, is updated with an occupied one. Grey unknown cubes are
not affected by this particular range measurement.

the beam ray is lost propagated beyond the sensor’s reach, i.e., its maximum detectable
distance, all voxels in its path to that same limit also suggest free space. Thus, ray-casting
is applied to those beam readings as if the hit points were located at the sensor’s range
border, to attain all free voxels.

The situation is very similar, in the end, to the case mentioned earlier, in which an in-
range body absorbs the beam henceforth directed. If the ray-casting algorithm is applied
as if no object was there, that object and every other one in that particular direction will
be submitted as free. This tiresome problem, as well as other registration issues, can
be overcome, or at least managed, through an intelligent dynamic confidence system
assigned to deal with the voxels’ states.

The following subsection is dedicated to unveiling the one container answering these
and other requirements, pinpointing every feature that consummated the choice over
all other options available, the ones discussed previously on chapter ??. Moreover it be
explained its employment on three-dimensional registration for both chapter ??’s appli-
cation cases.

4.3.1 OctoMap

Kai M. Wurm et al. developed an octree-based three-dimensional mapping structure,
the OctoMap, with its own mapping algorithm-wrapping C++ library [75], specifically
designed for robotics.

The container’s octree nature allows the world’s three-dimensional representation to
be subdivided into little cubic volumes, i.e., voxels. As stated before, this entails the best
way to deal with the legion of registration problems associated with all-terrain percep-
tion.

The type of structure implicates a hierarchy relating each voxel, which means coarser
granularities can be obtained from parent tree node levels (see Figure ??). Furthermore,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8: Octree space division. (a) Recurrent spatial division on octree nodes to eight
child leafs. (b) Example tree representation of structure with occupied (black) and free
nodes (white/transparent). (c) Corresponding tree with free (light blue), occupied (dark
blue) and unpruned nodes (grey).

being a tree-like data structure, it allows the occupancy model to be easily expanded as
the robot’s understanding of its environment, while exploring new territories, needs to
become wider.

Voxels’ occupancy states are fully represented through free, occupied and unknown
leaf nodes. Free and occupied states are rendered by a probabilistic value, leaving un-
mapped volumes to be represented through uninitialized nodes.

Sensor noise and dynamic environment changes are handled by probabilistically mod-
elling free and occupied space. The probabilistic estimate is updated through the sum of
its log-odd counterparts (see eq. ??). The probability of a given leaf node n to be occu-
pied given both current, z1:t, and previous, z1:t−1, occupancy estimates, is expressed by
the log-odd sum of ??.

L(x) = log

(
P (x)

1− P (x)

)
(4.1)

This log-odd representation eases the computational load on new measurements’ inte-
gration.

L(n|z1:t) = L(n|zt) + L(n|zt−1) (4.2)

Moreover, there is a clamping to the update mechanism in order to limit the number of
readings needed for one voxel to change its state. In other words, by limiting the confi-
dence on previous state’s estimates, the rapid changes that may occur on the environment
do not remain undetected just because there were too many earlier readings suggesting
otherwise. Equation ?? expresses how lmin and lmax bound the final log odd value.

L(n|z1:t) = max(min(L(n|zt) + L(n|zt−1), lmax), lmin) (4.3)

In sum, it ensures the adaptability necessary to deal with such transient environments
that could not be attained through a simple voting system.

Those two same values are also used for pruning the tree off of its redundant nodes.
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Whenever all child nodes become consensually stable on either state, their parent inherits
their status until new measurements affecting any of them contradict the assumption.
Incidentally, stable refers to a node which log-odd value becomes under lmin for free, or
over lmax for occupied. In Figure ??’s example some nodes like the four bigger ones on
the front are indeed pruned and labelled free, implying their children to be free as well.

Thus, by optimizing the number of nodes needed to represent the robot’s surround-
ings on the 3-D structure, it will become as compact as it can, reducing the overall mem-
ory consumption on occupancy registration.

All of these features, alongside a Bresenham algorithm adapted to attain fast and effi-
cient octree ray-casting, plus the fact that it was made fully compliant with both ROS and
PCL, made the OctoMap the ideal first stepping stone to both vehicle’s three-dimensional
perception work.

And so it came to be: one single OctoMap system fixed on a given world’s coordi-
nate, and aligned with gravity, was entrusted with accumulating every 3-D sensor read-
ing, serving as an ever-updating occupancy database to ensuing obstacle detection algo-
rithms. Provided both the robot’s pose is accurately delivered by the localization system,
every imagery input available can thud be coherently registered and correlated both in
time and space within the OctoMap.

So how much resolution should the OctoMap have then? This was a question earlier
left unanswered because a lot concerning the container was still not specified. Here how-
ever, knowing every feature edifying the mapping structure, a sustained explanation can
be made. The OctoMap’s resolution is, or should be, directly linked with the dimensions
of every single thing that is to be represented. An ill conceived value can either distort the
surrounding occupancy if it is dimensioned with too big a figure or overwhelm the sys-
tem with a very heavy 3-D structure, overloading every respective algorithm, if a smaller
value than it ought to be is chosen.

The decision on the occupancy’s granularity relies on such factors as the vehicle’s
dimensions, its locomotion type, its own sensors’ resolution, reach, and field of view.
Aspects like the vehicle’s mission, including the distance covered and target objects, are
also brought into the equation.

Hence, taking into account the vehicle’s size, manoeuvrability and computational ca-
pacity, as well as its sensors’ resolution and reach, it was empirically determined that the
OctoMap’s resolution, for the Introbot four-wheeled robot, as 200 times lower than its
laser’s reach, i.e., 0.1 m, to be an appropriate figure. On the Riverwatch’s boat, given its
higher computational capacity, the octree minimum leaf size was lowered, in respect to
the maximum range scope of its sensors. The size was thus set to be 0.3 m, which meant
1/833th of its laser scanner’s reach.

Thence, as described earlier on chapter ??, the robots are equipped with particular
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three-dimensional dedicated sensory systems, with their own distance reaches, mount-
ing systems, update frequencies, propagation mediums, and specially, different measur-
ing uncertainty. The noisiest the source, the less reliable are their readings and, conse-
quentially, lighter its influence should be on the final occupancy verdict. As it was stated
before, the OctoMap allows for the occupancy probabilistic measure, in the form of its
log-odd L(n|zt), coming from each sensory system to be weighed differently. So, once the
ray-casting procedure has determined which voxels are to be updated free or occupied,
the corresponding log-odd values, lfree and locc, respectively, as expressed in equation ??,
can be separately defined for each sensory reading within the same robotic system.

L(n|zt) =

{
locc if beam hit voxel
lfree if beam path voxel

(4.4)

Ultimately, the pairing with the clamping log-odd values establishes how close to
being stable a voxel becomes when updated with a reading coming from a specific source.
As a result, a source’s degree of confidence and, perhaps more importantly, its reliability
comparatively to other sensory equipment submitting information to the structure, is
weighed in.

The boat’s OctoMap structure is fed with readings coming from a tilting laser scanner
and a fixed sonar. Even if the tilting mechanism is the source of misplaced laser range
images, the sonar is, by nature, more likely to generate noisy artefacts underneath the
water surface. So, to represent this unequal trust on sensors’ readings, two different log-
odd tuples (locc, lfree) were assigned, even though their readings will not ever overlap.

The laser scanner was set to a log-odd pair of (0.2,−0.44), which follows the proba-
bilistic values (0.55, 0.49), respectively. The sonar scanning system’s log-odd values were
determined to be (0.85,−0.41), setting the corresponding probabilistic tuple of (0.7, 0.45).
The clamping values , lmax and lmin were set, respectively, on 0.41 and−2.2, representing
the probabilities of 0.6 and 0.1.

Freeing probabilities were set close to the uniform value, 0.5, just to keep the system
sceptic to occupancy space openings, preferring to believe on previously acquired oc-
cupied readings instead. On the other end, occupied probabilistic values were defined
closer to the clamping thresholds to enable a timely detection of suddenly appearing
obstructions.

The Introbot is equipped with two three-dimensional sensory sources: the 2-D laser
scanner mounted, yet again, on a tilting platform, and a stereoscopic camera pair system.
Due to the fact that the latter was still not fully functional by the time this work came to
be tested, only the laser source was parametrized. Its probabilistic hit and miss values
were set to 0.95 and 0.49, respectively, leading to the log-odd tuple of (2.94,−0.44). The
robot’s OctoMap clamping values were settled at 0.41 and−2.2, relaying the probabilistic
values of 0.6 and 0.1.

This parametrization followed the same reasoning taken for the boat’s laser scanner’s.
Here the belief in measurements, free and occupied alike, is reinforced, i.e. its log-odd
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values are increased relatively to the uniform value. This owes to the fact that errors in
tilting angles, though not necessarily smaller, have lesser repercussions due to the laser
scanner’s shorter reach.

Before any OctoMap feeding, some preliminary filtering is needed to reduce noisy
isolated artefacts usually found in such range images. Following that line of thought,
two radial filters (under PCL’s filters module) are applied to sensors’ range images. Thus
every hit point that does not have two contiguous neighbours within a certain radial
distance shall be instantly removed.

Therefore, everything is in place for the OctoMap to register all range imagery. The
next step is to relate all gathered occupancy data in terms of what constitutes obstructions
to the vehicle’s passage and which areas in the surrounding environment it may navigate
safely. Figure ?? summarizes the whole octomap inception process, namely the effects an
incoming laser scan has on a small section of the OctoMap’s world representation.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Octomap registration process. The acquired laser range scan in (a), hit points
highlighted orange, is transformed from laser’s to world’s reference frame and submitted
to ray-casting to determine which of the OctoMap’s leaf nodes (b) should be updated
occupied, orange voxels, and which should be hinted free, transparent cubes. The colors
on OctoMap’s occupied voxels, in b), are merely illustrative and free space is not captured
to better display those voxels being updated.

4.4 Voxel Grid

To this point, it has been described how the OctoMap served the occupancy registration.
Before the core obstacle detection explanation begins to unfold on following chapters,
this section presents the container hosting further occupancy processing towards obstacle
detection.

As the whole world’s occupancy is stored in a secure and compact way inside the Oc-
toMap, only a portion of it, however big, is actually used each time for obstacle detection.
It makes absolutely no sense to keep all information under detailed inspection while, to
keep navigation safe enough, only an analysis on a smaller section around the robot is
actually necessary.

So, having located the robot in the map, that is, pinpointing its position and attitude
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Figure 4.10: Occupancy migration process. OctoMap’s free, white/transparent, and oc-
cupied, coloured/orange, nodes are extracted and registered on a 3-D voxel grid. Un-
known space, space occluded by the tree, is also implicitly represented by those holes in
both OctoMap and voxel grid.

against the OctoMap’s fixed reference origin point, it will be possible to extract the oc-
cupancy of a specific region, a box of sort, surrounding the robot’s location. This means,
of course, retrieving every voxels’ state within a defined set of bounds, to a dedicated
container. Figure ?? depicts this scheme.

A voxel grid properly sized to collect every OctoMap’s voxel state within those same
bounds is the perfect solution for ensuing algorithms which, as will become evident
on later chapters, require exhaustive analysis along orthogonal, gravity aligned, axes.
Nonetheless, it stores explicitly unknown space making it a less compact approach, memory-
wise, than it is commonly desirable. Thus, its dimensions are something to be considered
carefully.

A custom-made three-dimensional voxel matrix is conceived matching the OctoMap’s
resolution, centred on the robot’s base frame and dimensioned in such a way as to neither
overload the system’s memory nor compromise the robot’s foresight.

This container will not only serve the core obstacle detection system, fostering the
OctoMap’s occupancy data, but also as the vessel for alternative finer occupancy repre-
sentations leading ultimately to the vegetation segmentation. Both metrics’ registration,
as well as the hybrid approach’s final heuristics, are carried out onto and under this con-
tainer.
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Obstacle Detector

The OctoMap’s occupancy, only by itself, speaks little about the robot’s surrounding
traversability. That occupancy data has to be somehow related and analysed against
the robot’s locomotion model for the system to be able to distinguish the areas likely to
be obstructive from the ones suitable for safe navigation.

The obstacle detector herein proposed takes the occupancy representation harnessed
by the OctoMap system, appropriately extracted to a robot-centred voxel grid, to geomet-
rically inspect at the voxel level the effort as well as the risks the robot undertakes while
crossing every given column. The final result is a succinct two-dimensional representa-
tion in the form of a 2-D cost map. Figure ?? shows the extended version of Figure ??’s
diagram, leading to the final cost map’s creation.

Figure 5.1: Cost map creation process. OctoMap’s free and occupied nodes are extracted
and registered on a 3-D voxel grid where on a column-wise process projects cost mea-
sures onto a 2-D voxel grid. On this 2-D map the hotter the color the higher the cost it
represents, whereas grey presents unknown cells.

Something hard to quantify is the cost entailed on tackling a certain region, meaning,
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estimating the damage a collision may provoke or the energy spent traversing a deter-
mined area. The robot’s design, especially its locomotion, is bound to influence this cost
measure.

For the terrestrial four-wheeled Introbot, the steeper an area is, the higher the robot’s
mechanical strain will be (see Figure ??). So the cost figure should be proportional to the
slope of a region to its neighbours.

Figure 5.2: Introbot on stressful situations. Steep and irregular terrain, though not an
obstruction, should be held as unsavoury for navigation.

Considering what could hamper the robot’s locomotion, aside the terrain’s slope of
course, factors like the ground’s surface type and state should also contribute to the cost
measure. It is expected that the wheels’ traction to be different when crossing mud, grass,
gravel, sand or dirt, just to state a few cases. To distinguish each type and state the ground
surface may present itself is no trivial task. A robust enough solution may encompass
finer inspections or even other spectral imagery of the terrain. Therefore, this is promptly
considered out of this obstacle detector’s scope.

On the Riverwatch project, though the autonomous surface vehicle, ASV, should only
navigate on water, and any collision with rigid objects, however soft, below or above
water surface, would be considered prohibitive, certain extreme circumstances might call
for the robot to, for instance, dock on a margin. On such occasions, the shore’s inclination
becomes a very important detail (see Figure ??). For that reason, a slope-related, instead
of a simpler free or occupied, cost evaluation is also carried out on the boat’s obstacle
detection system.

So either robot follows the same slope-related cost assessment. The steepness of the
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Figure 5.3: The ASV and the dock. For a docking manoeuvre to damage the boat’s hulls
as little as possible, the shore’s occupancy has to be evaluated.

ground surface traduces a traversing cost. Areas whose slope goes beyond a certain
measure are thus classified as obstructions. This measure is either the maximum slope
the terrestrial robot can safely cope with or the limit inclination value a dockable shore is
supposed to bear for a boat’s appropriate docking approach.

Collisions with those obstructions are, at this point, considered absolutely fatal con-
sidering any impact, light as it may be, could definitely harm the sensory equipment
more exposed to it. For example, having the boat’s sonar in such a prominent place
(slightly beneath the hulls, as to not obstruct its field-of-view) puts it in the first line of
impact should the robot, for instance, bump on the ground near shallow waters. The
same is also valid for the Introbot where both the laser and the camera pair are particu-
larly exposed to a frontal collision.

The assessment on the risks involving a collision, namely an obstacle’s rigidity, is
something a coarse evaluation, like one made in light of an already relatively small-scaled
OctoMap’s representation, just cannot provide. That will be the subject of following chap-
ters, where closer analyses are introduced.

The following section’s sole topic is the process by which 3-D occupancy is evaluated,
i.e., where slope is measured column-by-column, to produce a cost labelled map.

5.1 Geometric Slope Mapping

The purpose of this slope mapping system is not only to locate the hazardous obstacles
to the robot’s passage, but also to grade the strain of navigating through every other area.

So, even if each robot has its own interpretation of what cost really pertains to when
conceiving a navigation path plan, its aim will always be to emulate, in some way, the
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terrain’s slope.

In the first stage of this process the occupancy information from a specific OctoMap’s
region around the vehicle has to be transported from that container to a well defined
voxel grid. Defining this robot-centred occupancy grid, specifically its bounds, is a sub-
ject left somehow pending earlier.

Recalling that discussion, the 3-D box-like region of interest, upon which the mapping
system will be applied, should be both small enough, as to not overload the system’s
memory, and sufficiently large to enable a good prospect on far away obstacles for far
field path planning.

These requirements are affected by both the maximum range span of on-board sen-
sors but especially the vehicle’s locomotion dynamics. A vehicle with less traction, or
navigating at faster velocities, may need to plan further ahead, hence determine the cost
of farther areas.

Having that said, and given the fact that the voxel grid’s resolution is to follow the
OctoMap’s, the Introbot’s grid dimension was set to 40 m, whereas the boat’s to 160 m.
This meant a three-dimensional 400× 400-based, i.e., 400 horizontal cover, voxel array is
allocated to store occupancy.

Knowing both the robot’s location on the OctoMap’s fixed reference frame and those
boundaries, every inbound voxel’s state can be identified and submitted to the robot-
centred voxel grid.

The method’s slope measure is attained through evaluating the ramp formed between
each column’s respective obstacle voxel, if any, to surrounding ground bearing surface’s
ones. So, a column-wise search on the whole grid for these two levels, ground and obsta-
cle that is, is the first step towards slope mapping.

The search begins by looking for the bottommost occupied voxel to establish the
ground reference point. However, holes on the ground surface are likely to appear. Some
are actually holes in the ground and should be dealt properly as negative obstacles. Oth-
ers, like puddles, result from sensory reflective shortcomings. Those may also be consid-
ered hazardous, and require further inspection as well. But the bigger part of them are
simply the product of undersampling the ground surface.

On a tilting 2-D laser scanner, for instance, if the servo motor, turning it up an down,
is not set under a particular angular speed, established by the sensor’s update frequency
and maximum range, the ground surface will only be sparsely perceived. Figure ?? illus-
trates this very situation.

On those occasions, the upwards column search for the first occupied volume will
encounter no such voxel, at least not one corresponding to the real ground level. Figure ??
depicts a couple of such cases, where the ground level is assumed to be somewhere else
then it ought to be.

There is however a particular aspect that can, to a certain measure, solve this problem.
That is the fact that just above most such holes free voxels will be present. Hence, any
floor level is either just below the first free voxel or, in case of a true gap on the ground,
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Ground surface’s representation holes. a) As the laser range scanner tilts
up and down on a certain velocity, the ground gets sampled sparsely, red lines on the
sand indicate the sensor’s hit points. b) Until the ground surface is completely covered,
holes in the representation, dark grey voxels, are bound to be created on its OctoMap 3-D
representation.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.5: Column ground level search failure. (a) The effects of having the upwards
search look exclusively for an occupied voxel, unaware of those gaps in the ground sur-
face’s representation. Two columns, signalled blue and red, capture the assumption’s
consequences on such holes. Grey and transparent cubes embody unknown and free
voxels, respectively, all other colour means the voxel is occupied, and the vertical bar,
blue in (b), red in (c), indicate where the search stops at the first occupied volume. (b)
Column blue: the occupied, green, voxel is found to be above the robot’s passageway, on
overhanging canopy, thus distorting the resulting ground surface, from an artefact that
should not even be considered on these traversability evaluations. (c) Column red: the
occupied voxel, green, is found within the vehicle’s passing area, though the distortion
on the ground surface would lead to it being classified as an obstacle, that displacement
will also be misused on neighbour columns’ slope evaluations.
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even lower. So, as the search goes through unsampled space below surface, if a free
voxel is eventually found, it means one such hole was encountered. If the ground level is
assumed to be just underneath that free voxel, the search for the ground level stops right
there and the problems previously mentioned should disappear. Figure ?? displays this
emended ground level search.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.6: Amended column-wise ground level search. (a) 3-D occupancy representa-
tion, with yellow cubes identifying those free voxels responsible for stopping the up-
wards search. (b) The upwards search on those selected three columns on the right. (c)
Resulting ground levels, in light orange those given by the bottommost free volume, and
dark orange for occupied ones.

It is a rather crude assumption to make, for a true hole on the ground may be hiding
underneath that level. On that particular case, closer inspections may very well cover
for it, with new range imagery, taken from more convenient perspectives, completing the
absent occupancy information down below. So path planning around those areas should
not be entirely discouraged.

On the opposite end, this premise might lead to the belief that the ground level is
above than it really is, as unsampled space behind occluding objects, just as depicted on
Figure ??, creates an elevated free voxel platform. Some falsely detected obstacles are
expected to arise from such distorted ground surface representation.

Like in the previous case, these false obstacles may prevent the best plan to be promptly
conceived, which hamper an optimum navigation, even if it is expected that once the
robot approaches such objects, collecting more information about the ground surface be-
hind, the problem will cease to exist.

The ground level is looked upon as a base point to which all nearby obstacles are to
be compared with. And, taking all those factors debated earlier into account, the ground
level search would be more significant if it endowed an upwards search not only for the
first occupied volume but for the first free one as well.

That would be the case for an inland ground search, where the vehicle is expected to
rover that terrain surface. Its position and attitude, especially its elevation, will change
as it climbs and drops on bumpy terrain. This is precisely the reason why this ground
search is taken.

A boat, floating over the water surface, under conditions no to drastic, of course, will
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: Amended column-wise ground level search misgivings. By assuming a
ground occupied voxel beneath that first free voxel, a false ground platform is created
behind occluding objects. In this example, the section of perceived field, represented by
the orange volume in (a) will generate (b)’s ground voxels, depicted in (b) by light orange
cubes, to be misleadingly elevated in respect to true neighbouring ones, in dark orange.
Even though the whole field is not being considered, unknown ground assessments are
represented in grey, merely illustrative to columns which no occupancy information is
present.

remain at a more or less fixed altitude, wherever it may roam. Figure ?? depicts such a
situation.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Boat and the dock on undisturbed waters. (a) Illustration of the boat near the
dock. (b) Octomap 3-D representation’s occupied section of the shore (dock) in front of
the robot. The colours are just illustrative of the objects occupying those volumes.

Moreover, while evaluating the shore’s inclination, to determine its dockability, the
only actual region of interest will always be the land area closest to the border, the one
the vessel comes in contact with on a docking manoeuvre.

On a calm day, with only small waves to slightly balance the boat, that docking area
is, given or take a few centimetres, levelled with the ASV. Thus, any search for a obstacle
reference base point way below the boat’s lowest end is deemed unnecessary. Illustrated
on Figure ?? is the column upwards search for the ground level fitted to the boat’s con-
straints.

In fact, as the vehicle’s position can be obtained rather easily, that assumption can
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spare the system to some exhaustive assessments below water surface, relieving the en-
tire process. Nonetheless, the rule on how the ground surface level is attained is fairly the
same as the one for the terrestrial robot. The exception being that if no ground is there
to begin with, like on water surface, the reference point to which all occupied obstacle
volumes are to be compared with will be precisely the boat’s bottommost level. This
constraint will prepare the system to detect obstacles taking reference the lowest possible
place an appropriate docking ramp is supposed to raise from.

Figure 5.9: Aquatic tweak to the column-wise ground search. Free and unknown voxels
are presented in white and dark grey,respectively. Occupied volumes are coloured brown
and green, according to the objects enclosed. The upwards searches’ ground levels are
tagged orange. Note the left exemplary column to be filled with unknown voxels within
the robot’s passage way. Even though occupancy information is present above the search
height limit, the column is set aside from further processing and the ground level, as well
its obstacle one, are labelled unknown.

Either way, as long as a ground reference level is attained, the system will be able to
locate the obstacle’s highest volume element within the column. This will be the topmost
voxel representing a column’s obstacle to which nearby ones’ ground levels are matched
to in order for a slope measure to be created.

A real obstruction to a robot’s navigation, either on land or water, will be represented
by all occupied volumetric elements right above the floor level. Any occupancy infor-
mation way above the robot’s vertical passing window, i.e., beyond the vehicle’s height,
should not affect at all its passage.

Formally, this means the search for occupied volumes corresponding to hypothetical
obstacles, within each column, should be restricted to the interval limited by both the pre-
determined ground level and its sum to a measure of the robot’s height. Hence, artefacts
overhanging, like that tree canopy depicted on Figure ??, will be readily discarded.

That search is intended to retrieve the highest occupied voxel’s level. To that end, it
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Figure 5.10: Overhanging tree canopy. One the left over land on the right over water.
These object should only be considered as an obstacle if they become low enough as to
contact the moving autonomous vehicle.

is conducted from that topmost point down to the ground level. The first occupied voxel
thus encountered is then named the obstacle level. Of course, when no occupied voxel is
even there to be found, the column’s obstacle level will be set to the same height value
as the ground surface’s, and the column is said to be obstacle free. Figure ?? shows the
search for the obstacle level within a few example columns.

Each and every entailment linked to finding both ground and obstacle levels to all
voxel grid columns was, to this point, declared and discussed. Trusting all those previous
assumptions to hold true throughout the process, the slope analysis for each column can
begin.

This particular step is in charge of evaluating each ith column’s obstacle height, topi,
against neighbouring’s, j’s, ground level, bottomj , in the form of a height difference. This
gap is then divided by the horizontal displacement existent between the columns thus
retrieving the slope value.

∆i
j =

(topi − bottomj)√
(xi − xj)2 − (yi − yj)2

(5.1)

Just so, equation ?? specifies how the slope measure of a determined column i, lo-
cated through its coordinate pair (xi, yi), to another in its vicinity, on (xj , yj), is formally
calculated.

Finally, a single slope measure, αi, is projected onto the column’s respective hori-
zontal plane cost map cell. As equation ?? transcribes, this final slope value will be the
maximum slope found amongst a set of neighbouring columns, N .

αi = max
{

∆i
j

}
,∀j ∈ N (5.2)

The vicinity, N , is circumscribed by a horizontal square centred on the current col-
umn, as depicted on Figure ??. The number of neighbouring columns will be directly
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Figure 5.11: Column-wise obstacle search. Voxels’ color: grey - unknown, transparent -
free, green - occupied by vegetation, brown - occupied by soil. The blue platforms indi-
cate the voxel level the ground is assumed to be at. The robot’s vertical passageway, sig-
nalled by the blue upwards bar on right side of the voxel column, is based on the ground
level assessment and will define the vertical window, and the top starting point, for the
downwards obstacle level, orange square, search. Note the leftmost column, where nei-
ther occupied nor free voxels are encountered in the search for the ground level, thus
ruling out following obstacle level searches.

related to the slope measures’ own granularity, as well as its spatial significance. For ex-
ample, a slope of 45o taken only between adjacent columns (neighbourhood defined as a
1 × 1 box) at a 0.1 m occupancy resolution, will tell very little of the region’s traversabil-
ity. On the other hand, if a bigger size is chosen, it will implicitly account obstructions on
farther distances and that will then over-inflate all obstacles posteriorly projected onto
the cost map.

So, the size of the column neighbourhood has to be coherently dimensioned given the
occupancy resolution as well as the vehicle’s own locomotion and size. With that in mind,
both robot’s appropriate vicinity box was empirically determined to be 7 columns wide,
i.e., a maximum horizontal centroid radius of approximately 0.424 m for the Introbot and
1.273 m for the Riverwatch’s ASV.

On a side note, if there is no record of occupancy in the column, the 2-D map cell
should remain with its initialization value (unknown state). The same should happen if
the current column is the sole not unknown in the nearby area.

The slope measure is further normalized to cover the interval [0, 1]. A cell given the
minimal traversing cost of 0 is part of flat terrain or clear water surface. The cost value 1

is associated with the critical slope value for an obstacle, meaning a cell thus assigned is
part of an obstructed area or undockable shore. Every other cell’s value in between the
two grades how suitable the region is to either traverse or dock.

So, the terrain’s surface has different purposes. Each has its own defining slope value
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Figure 5.12: Slope measure evaluation. Ground and Obstacle Voxel: Neighbour columns’
ground voxel, orange cubes, levels are evaluated with the current column’s obstacle level,
in red. Evaluating Height Differences: gaps between those voxel levels are projected onto
a 2-D set, where the white both bottom and top voxels are at the same level, and the
shades of blue getting darker as this displacement increases. Slope Evaluation: height
disparities are matched with the horizontal distance between both columns, captured
by the corresponding mask in tones of green below the height difference 2-D set. In
other words, resolving Equation ?? for each neighbour column. Slope Evaluation: all slope
values, ∆j

i , are presented in levels of red, where darker values represent higher slopes,
and lighter for smaller ones. Cost Measure αi: extracting the maximum slope value as the
final cost measure, as stated on Equation ??.

as to what constitutes an obstacle and what classifies everything else’s cost. For the River-
watch’s boat, the shore’s terrain inclination beyond 30◦ makes the area unsuitable for a
docking approach, and the maximum slope the Introbot is certified to traverse, safely
that is, was set on 45◦. The result will be a two-dimensional grid labelled with traversing
cost.

From that point on, it is the navigation system’s job to determine how feasible either
a course or a docking area is, respectively, for the terrestrial or the aquatic vehicle, con-
sidering their locomotion and horizontal footprint against the cost map cells. This means
finding a set of contiguous cells with non fatal cost for terrestrial navigation and zeroed
ones for aquatic navigation, leaving a docking area to be found on regions with neither
zero nor fatal cost, i.e., a slightly sloped shoreline area clear of obstructions.
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6

Range Scan Metrics

The former chapter’s slope mapping takes on the assumption that every occupied voxel
encloses either an obstacle or part of the ground surface. Yet, natural environments, like
the ones all terrain navigation aims at, are often rich on light and penetrable vegetation.
With the techniques described earlier, these artefacts will appear as any other occupied
volume, thus susceptible of being misreported as either ground or, more importantly, an
uncrossable obstruction.

(a) The Introbot, the rock and the grass (b) OctoMap’s occupied leaf nodes

(c) Columns’ voxels: ground - orange, obstacle -
red, both - purple

(d) Cost map, with non-normalized slope mea-
sures in shades of red, white as in no slope

Figure 6.1: Slope mapping: tall grass versus big rock. It is evident how considering
occupancy, under the coarse scope the geometric slope mapping does, makes ambiguous
cost classifications on objects.
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To detect penetrable vegetation is just not an endeavour the slope mapping system’s
coarse occupancy analysis is able to achieve. Since the occupancy registration’s resolution
was made low as to not overload the system, every analysis thereupon is limited to its
granularity. At that level of detail, a patch of clustered tall grass will appear just as
impenetrable as a solid big rock (see Figure ??).

So, an alternative mechanism was constructed to determine which obstacles reported
on the cost map are in fact untraversable and, hence, should remain labelled as obstruc-
tions, and those which could be stepped over or passed through, that should be given a
non-fatal traversing cost instead.

To endow such endeavour, a different representation, more detailed that is, has to
be conducted. A finer spatial analysis is needed to discriminate leafs and malleable tree
branches from tree trunks, big stones lying on the ground from flexible bushes, etc...

This chapter presents a specific approach for a higher detailed analysis on occupancy
coming from range imagery. Specifically, it will introduce two novel range-based meth-
ods entrusted with inspecting in a beam-wise, hence more refined, manner the informa-
tion coming from range finders.

These methods, hereafter referred to as metrics, perform a depth measurement study
on incoming range scans to assess the physical consistency of hit objects. Thus, they label
each beam with a traversability label and register it volumetrically on robot-centric 3-D
grids.

One metric, the IntraScan, executes an interior scan analysis to extract a hint of the hit
surface’s texture. By closely examining the range difference between contiguous beams
it will be able to measure not only how irregular those objects’ really appear, but also,
from abrupt changes in range, where do they start and end on the range image. This will
have those tall leaves of grass appearing highly erratic and properly distinguished from
a rigid, smooth surfaced concrete wall.

The other metric, the InterScan, aims at comparing the range continuity not within
a single scan but through matching consecutive ones’ analogous beams. As scans are
rendered, one after the other, on a given cadence, i.e., the sensor’s sampling period, this
particular metric will be able to assess the hit object’s time invariability nature in the
environment. Again, it is easy to predict a big rock or a strong tree trunk to appear
unmovable whereas the leaves on a tree branch to shiver, or their thin branches to wobble,
at the slightest wind breeze.

Furthermore, it is important to mention that only range measurements generated by
two-dimensional tilting laser scanner systems, a system common to both robots, were
submitted to these finer methods. Although it would be interesting to see these methods
applied to other systems, specially the stereo camera pair as it offers 3-D measurements,
something that could be achieved through minimal adjustments, the two-dimensional
tilting laser scanner system opened another window of opportunity. Namely, as the tilt-
ing mechanism drives the bi-dimensional laser up and down, the InterScan metric will
be able to determine the hit object’s vertical consistency, complementing orthogonally the
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horizontal assessment coming from the IntraScan.
The resulting metric-dedicated voxel grids will thus set up the hybrid approach’s

final solution for vegetation detection. Their correlation with the other coarser method
establishes the ultimate mission proposed on this three-dimensional perception work.

6.1 IntraScan Metric

To judge whether an obstacle is solid or flexible is proven to be something very compli-
cated to do from afar. One hint that can be attained from a distance on range images
is the hit bodies’ overall size or their surface’s shape. The IntraScan method intends to
determine both through a tight beam-oriented segmentation on the range scan.

As it was mentioned before, it was applied to bi-dimensional laser scans but their
application could be easily extended to 3-D scans as long as the beam readings come
properly organized. Even if the following discussion revolves around the segmentation
of 2-D scans, it is important to keep in mind that all assumptions, taken along the way,
would be also valid for 3-D images.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: IntraScan segmentation over a range scan. The original laser range scan on
(a) and the respective IntraScan-labelled hit points on (b). The colour-label follows the
relation: the bigger the beam cluster the hit point belongs to, the stronger the tone on its
mark. The rock’s smooth surface has its hit points clustered into big clusters, in red. On
the other end, grass leaves are small and relatively sparse, leading to many little segments
to be created, labelling those beams pink.

Hence, the IntraScan metric surrounds itself on clustering beams based on their range
resemblance. Subtle differences in range are evaluated to subdivide the depth scan ac-
cording to the beam hit objects’ surfaces. Then each beam segment is evaluated as a
group and given a measure according to their surface’s size and texture (see Figure ??).

A segment, or cluster, is defined as an uninterrupted sequence of beams whose con-
tiguous beam depth deviation is similar throughout the group.

In other words, each beam is evaluated against a trailing segment, assuming there is
one, so as to determine whether it should be appended to it or the start of a new one. The
deciding factor being the current beam’s range distance to its previous anywhere near
the chasing group’s average value.
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Formally, a beam i, with range ri, belongs to a segment Seg if its range difference to
its preceding beam, ri−1, is, to a certain extent, close enough to the segment’s average
deviation, δSeg. Equation ?? expresses this ruling, where σ represents the depth devia-
tion tolerance margin between beams, thus establishing if the current range difference is
similar enough to the segment’s average.

δSeg − σ < ri − ri−1 < δSeg + σ (6.1)

Tightening this σ’s value makes the system rather sensible towards the slightest irreg-
ularities. The texture will thus be implicitly represented through the number of segments
within a body.

In sum, the rougher a surface, the shorter and higher the number of segments. There-
fore, the IntraScan metric associated to a given beam of the current scan is calculated
almost exclusively as the size of the segment to which the beam in question belongs,
properly normalised by the maximum allowed size. Figure ?? shows, at the beam level,
how this evaluation comes to discriminate the rock and the grass patch, by over-segment
the latter’s part of the scan, and clusters the former into bigger groups.

This σ parameter has to carefully account the end purpose to which the metric is
applied to. For reasons that will only become clear on later chapters, it is enough to state
here that each robot had its own metric application, and the parameter was set differently
to one and the other case. The boat’s empirical σ value was set on 0.45 m, and for the
Introbot a tighter value was chosen: 0.09 m.

A cyclic process sweeps the entire scan evaluating each beam, determining if it be-
longs to the preceding segment or not. If it does, the group’s average deviation is up-
dated with the new sector’s value and the beam search continues to the following image
range measurement. If the new beam proves to be a disruption, the segment trailing is
terminated and a new one is created from both the current and later beam. Algorithm ??
gives a succinct presentation on how a whole range scan gets to separate the beams into
groups, and register those segments’ sizes on the 3-D voxel grid.

Whenever an invalid beam, i.e., a measure outside the sensor’s range span, is found a
segment is ended, and a search for two consecutive valid ones begins in order for a new
segment to be created and initialized.

Terminating a beam segment, Seg, means assessing its final size, i.e., the number of
enclosed beams, ΓSeg, and label every single one of them. Thus, each beam, i, affects its
corresponding 3-D grid voxel, Υt

(x0,y0,z0)
, with its segment’s size, scaled to Cartesian co-

ordinates through the beam’s range measure, ri. Finally, as expressed in equation ??, each
value assigned to a beam updates its corresponding voxel’s state through an exponential
moving average

Υn
(x0,y0,z0)

= Υn−1
(x0,y0,z0)

· (1− α) +

(
ΓSeg ·

ri
γ

)
· α, i ∈ Seg (6.2)
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Figure 6.3: IntraScan range disparity evaluation. Illustrative diagram on IntraScan seg-
mentation over a range scan. The colour-label follows the relation: the bigger the beam
cluster the hit point belongs to, the stronger the tone on its mark. The rock’s smooth sur-
face has its hit points clustered into big clusters, in red. On the other end, grass leaves
are small and relatively sparse, leading to many little segments to be created, labelling
those beams pink. On the bottom is shown, figuratively, how the IntraScan metric comes
to individualize the rock object as one single beam segment, on the left, and, especially,
how irregular that patch of tall grass is, as a cluster of four beams, the darker pink line
subset on the right, is the longest segment found amidst those range samples.
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Algorithm 1 IntraScan segmentation pseudo-code
Input: r [scan array r of N range measures], Tf [rigid transform between scanning

source and robot’s base reference frames], Υn−1 [IntraScan voxel grid]
Output: Υn [Updated IntraScan voxel grid]

1: for i = 0 to N − 1 do
2: if ri is valid range measurement then
3: ΓSeg ⇐ 0
4: repeat
5: if ri+1 is valid range measurement then
6: if ΓSeg = 0 then {new segment}
7: ΓSeg ⇐ ΓSeg + 1
8: δSeg ⇐ ri+1 − ri {initialize segment’s average}
9: else

10: if |ri+1 − ri|within bounds then {see Eq. ??}
11: ΓSeg ⇐ ΓSeg + 1
12: δSeg ⇐ (δSeg · (ΓSeg − 1) + (ri+1− ri))/ΓSeg {update segment’s average}
13: else {beam does not belong: breaking current segment}
14: break
15: end if
16: end if
17: else {invalid beam found: breaking current segment}
18: break
19: end if
20: i⇐ i+ 1
21: until i = N − 1
22: if ΓSeg > 0 then
23: for j = i− ΓSeg to i do {affect voxels}
24: [x0 y0 z0]

T = Transform(rj , Tf )
25: Update voxel Υn−1

(x0,y0,z0)
with ΓSeg {see Eq. ??}

26: j ⇐ j + 1
27: end for
28: end if
29: end if
30: end for

where α is the exponential weight and γ is a normalizing value. This moving average up-
dating system serves to account dynamically for the latest samples’ IntraScan measures.
This way, as the same volumetric element may enclose numerous beams’ hit points, even
within the same scan reading, a consensual value is actually stored instead of just the one
taken last.

6.2 InterScan Metric

The InterScan metric is calculated through measuring the range disparity between every
two consecutive scanned range images. Obstacles apparently moving between scans will
be detected and, as they are probably flexible and, like so, penetrable, further discredited
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as obstructions.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Tilting laser consecutive range scans. On a downwards sweep, the laser scan-
ner acquires two similar yet not exactly equal scans. The orange is the current depth scan,
and the previous is presented in transparent and red, respectively, on the left and right
side of this figure.

Now, considering the test cases to be restricted to 2-D laser readings coming specif-
ically from a sensor mounted on a tilting mechanism (see Figure ??), the metric can be
primarily attuned to another feature extraction: the consistency on obstacles. In its turn,
it will also be able to produce a hint of a body’s rigidity perpendicularly complementing
the previous metric’s, the IntraScan’s, assessment.

So, whether it is the robot movement or the sensor’s tilting up and down promoting
the change between readings, there is bound to be a correlation between the images’
range disparity and the surrounding objects’ vertical consistency.

Tall or steep enough objects will emerge with low range difference between scan read-
ings while others, like sparse vegetation, will appear highly irregular. Figure ??’s cases 3
and 8, respectively, capture two such cases.

However, some misleading indications may rise from this metric. As depicted in Fig-
ure ??’s case 6, any surfaces perpendicular to the tilting sweep, like the ground’s or any
platform thus aligned, will emulate false non-obstacles as the InterScan metric repro-
duces high levels of disparity while the scanner tilts up and down.

Formally, to a current scan’s, n’s, beam i, with range rni , the InterScan measure, βi, will
be calculated as the absolute difference to it’s homologue’s range, rn−1

i , on the antecedent
range image, just as equation ?? stipulates.

βi = |rni − rn−1
i | (6.3)

Each time any of the two, current or previous, beams fall outside the sensor’s range
boundaries the beam’s InterScan measure will be declared unfit and thus have no conse-
quence on the metric’s final storage container.

Furthermore, each beam’s value is restricted to a certain maximum and, much alike
the IntraScan submission process, will update the corresponding grid voxel on (x0, y0, z0),
determined by assessing the scanning source’s rigid transform to the vehicle’s base frame,
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(e) (f)

Figure 6.5: InterScan on eight different situations. 1) The flat ground sampled on a high
tilt angle, producing a low range disparity InterScan measure. 2) and 3) two hits on the
rock, a completely vertical object, thus low InterScan is also to be expected. 4) and 5)
The current scan’s ray its the rock, right in its border, and as the laser is tilting down, the
previous scan’s beam is lost beyond the body. Hence, the high range disparity brought
by the InterScan evaluation, will misleadingly mark the rocks outline as trespassable, or
at least vertically inconsistent. 6) Flat ground sampled here from afar, creating a large
range differential between consecutive scans. 7) and 8) Range measurements on that
patch of tall grass. The first has both, actual and anterior, depth measures hit the grass
leaves close to each other. That does not happen in the latter case, where the preceding
beam penetrates deep inside the grass field, making the range difference high enough as
to consider the object inconsistent
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in a moving average fashion, just so as equation ?? determines, with θ as the exponential
weight.

∆n
(x0,y0,z0)

= ∆n−1
(x0,y0,z0)

· (1− θ) + βi · θ (6.4)

Despite its problems on classifying some horizontally aligned surfaces, something
that can, and will be, dealt with later on, the InterScan measure will entail a good assess-
ment on how still and rigid obstacles are and, specially, how true their vertical support
may be.
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Hybrid Approach

The world’s occupancy was represented in such a way so that issues like registration er-
rors, dynamic artefacts, and spatial bounding could be properly and robustly accounted
for. The OctoMap’s integration made sure that space was duly partitioned and repre-
sented through probabilistic estimates on whether each of its sampled cubic volumes is
free or occupied.

To lighten the whole world’s representation, as well as all of its ensuing slope map-
ping processing, the OctoMap’s spatial division was kept fairly coarse. In turn, it led
to rather coarse inspections on occupancy which resulted in overinflated obstacles and,
worse still, some bodies in the environment, like light, penetrable vegetation, to be mis-
interpreted as obstructions.

The abundance of passable vegetation in most all-terrain environments, makes its
proper segmentation particularly appealing to 3-D perception. That means to embed the
perception system with a discriminative capability detailed enough as to separate true
unmovable objects from flexible and traversable ones.

One way to prevent obstacles from being over-inflated would be to increase the occu-
pancy representation’s granularity. On one hand, the analysis on slope mapping would
be a lot more detailed and the method’s obstacle aliasing effect reduced. On the other, the
whole process would entail much heavier processing and memory containers, and still
fall short on differentiating penetrable vegetation from all other rigid bodies.

The two on-scan metrics presented on the previous chapter, the IntraScan and the
InterScan, offer an alternative analysis specially dedicated to evaluate, on a beam-wise
manner, the little irregularities found on objects’ surfaces. Although its storage suffers
also from spatial quantization errors, as each measured beam metric value is accumu-
lated on a volumetric cubic element, its finer analysis is performed altogether prior to
registration. That way, the level of detail necessary to discern uneven objects from plain
and rigid ones, though possibly distorted through various sampling measures, is main-
tained throughout.
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However, the metrics alone are not capable of a full-proof vegetation segmentation
all by themselves, even if one complements the other on some false assumptions.

One such situation is when the InterScan indicates that tall weed leafs present an ob-
struction to the robot’s passage, because of their vertical consistency. Here the IntraScan
may intervene to counter that assumption, as those leafs appear slim enough to be thus
unlabelled as obstacles.

Nonetheless, to have both metrics’ entire three-dimensional grids, under constant
scrutiny on this final stage where the two are combined, becomes an almost impractica-
ble solution. But if somehow there was something pre-selecting regions where obstacles
are likely to be found, a lighter solution could be attained.

The solution here presented aims to somehow pick up the best of the two worlds. The
hybrid approach consists of complementing the coarser slope/traversability mapping,
brought upon the OctoMap’s crude occupancy representation, with the earlier on-scan
methods’ finer analyses.

A system thus conceived will gain from both the lightness of a lesser detailed slope
mapping, over the entire surrounding environment, and the on-scan metrics’ refined and
localized vegetation discrimination. The conglomerate of the two will realize a far more
elegant, robust and comprehensive solution than each method could ever provide sepa-
rately all by itself.

Thereupon, areas most likely to enclose obstacles are marked on the traversability
cost map resulting from the slope assessment across the region closest to the robot. This
preliminary map, centred on the robot, will harness degrees of effort or risk the robot
undertakes as it passes through every surrounding region.

Once that is accomplished, as those metrics’ 3-D grids, volumetrically accumulating
their traversability evaluations, are fixed on the robot’s coordinate frame and dimen-
sioned similarly to the voxel grid sustaining the slope mapping method, hence the cost
map itself, the final step can focus the combination of the two metrics exclusively on
obstruction-prone areas.

Figure ?? shows how matching the location, size and resolution of both the 2-D cost
map and the metrics’ three-dimensional grids eases the correlation between both meth-
ods’ understanding of what constitutes real obstacles and what should be deemed cross-
able.

Ultimately, this arrangement aims at attaining whether all those obstructed areas pri-
marily selected by the slope mapping step, and only those, are indeed unmovable or
vulnerable bodies. Hence, the first focuses the latter’s feature extraction on particular
areas in the environment.

In formal terms, the 2-D cost map’s cells closest to fatal value are selected so, again
if all grid maps are perfectly aligned, the corresponding columns on those metrics’ 3-
D grids can be identified. These columns probably enclose obstacles and thus should
be further analysed. All other columns within both metric-dedicated grids are hereby set
aside, as the slope mapping mechanism, being a rather pessimistic and coarse evaluation,
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(a) Cost map. The high the cells’ cost the darker
the red.

(b) Binary cost map. Orange cost - fatal.

(c) IntraScan 3-D voxel grid. Red - untraversable,
white - trespassable.

(d) IntraScan 3-D voxel grid: fatal obstacles.

(e) InterScan 3-D voxel grid. Dark green - un-
traversable, light green - trespassable.

(f) InterScan 3-D voxel grid: fatal obstacles.

Figure 7.1: Hybrid approach principle. The slope/cost map inspecting the OctoMap’s
occupancy serves as a mask focusing the heuristics correlating both metrics solely on
areas known to be obstructed.
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is more likely to produce false positives than to generate deceitful clear passage areas.
Since the perception system’s final objective should match the robot’s needs, and each

vehicle has its own mission, its own perspective on what is an obstacle, even its own
behaviour towards them, it is only natural that the following and final analysis should
be fittingly different.

That means that the final detection of crossable vegetation among the whole set of
slope map’s hypothetical obstructions will meet each vehicle’s final resolve on vegetation.

As a case in point, so to validate the hybrid approach on the test cases earlier pre-
sented, two differently tuned heuristics will submit the 3-D grid’s obstacle-prone columns
to specific processing schemes. One for the Introbot, aimed at close range measurements,
and the other dedicated to the Riverwatch’s boat, which takes most of it samples farther
away from vegetation areas.

The following sections present and discuss in detail the peculiar set of goals, as well as
every measure taken towards them, each robotic system’s three-dimensional perception
was envisioned for.

7.1 All-Terrain Heuristics

The terrestrial four-wheel robot, the Introbot, navigates through its environment encoun-
tering a broad variety of penetrable artefacts, like plants and pending tree canopy. As
their representation becomes more detailed, by closely sampling space from nearer dis-
tances, the whole metrics are bound to be a lot more significant than they could if those
same range readings were taken from farther away, i.e., like the boat usually does.

Additionally, as every method previously entailed, since occupancy registration to
slope mapping and range metric assessment, is restricted or focused on a smaller scope,
each cubic volume, representing either space occupancy, a surface’s inclination, or, es-
pecially, a trespassability metric, is set to be smaller. These littler voxels will enable a
far better volumetric granularity when the object’s finer penetrability assessments, per-
formed by the two on-scan metrics, are submitted to each three-dimensional grid.

Thus, it was established that the Introbot’s perception system should be able to de-
termine the individual obstacle’s physical consistency. To that end, all obstacle-prone
voxels’ value within both metric’s grids are thresholded. Thus, two voxel-wise cues on
how vulnerable to impact each obstacle’s volume may be.

For the IntraScan 0.04 was found to be a proper value as it transcribed 2.2 cm for a
segment’s minimum length at 1 m. The 10 cm range disparity threshold, as in 0.39, was
set to differentiate rigid from flexible objects, for the InterScan metric.

As each metric’s labels were found to produce a rather discontinued labelling for con-
tiguous volumetric elements representing the same object, two median filters, ensuing a
voting mechanism on the surrounding labelled space, were applied to smooth these sin-
gularities. The 3-D boxes defining the filters’ window were settle to be 5× 5× 5.

The next step, tries to achieve a final consensus of both metrics’ assessment on each
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obstacle’s volumetric element penetrability. As the metrics’ thresholding values were set
fairly pessimistic, it was empirically established that only when both metrics acknowl-
edge a blockage within a voxel, its final label should be as such. Under any other condi-
tions, the voxel’s label should indicate an unobstructed space.

The pairing of those two scan-by-scan disparity metrics ensures that only bodies both
vertically consistent and wide enough constitute obstructions. The former is guaranteed
by the InterScan and the latter by the IntraScan measure.

As depicted in Figure ??, the combination will allow, for instance, that closely packed
tall weeds, appearing, from a geometrically coarser point of view, a solid opposing wall,
to be labelled as passable. Though their leafs may seem vertically persistent, from the
InterScan indication, their segment sizes will be small, as the IntraScan’s tight inspection
individualizes each leaf as a sole and short width segment.

Finally, if a column’s set of voxels is found to be solely labelled as trespassable, a cost
measure signalling an obstructed, yet traversable, area is projected onto the correspond-
ing map cell. On the contrary, if at least one voxel’s trespassability metric value suggests
an impassable object, or an unmovable part of it, the cell should remain indicative that
a true obstacle lies within. Hence, the final product will be the slope-related cost map’s
obstacle filtering based on their corresponding voxel’s metric evaluations.

7.2 Water Surface Heuristics

Comparing the Riverwatch’s boat’s manoeuvrability with the Introbot’s, one aspect that
stands out is that its navigation has to necessarily be a little more cautious. It’s maximum
speed and, specially, its low traction on water obligates the path planning to opt to remain
as far from shore as possible. The laser scanner’s particularly wider reach will permit the
boat to properly avoid even coming close to land.

Furthermore, given the fact that each robot’s laser scanners were set to the same an-
gular resolution, tilting at similar angular velocities, and having the scan-based metrics
optimum range scope directly affected by those same parameters, their applicability on
further obstacle segmentation procedures should be thus limited.

So, having all range measurements acquired from farther away, it is only natural to
have hit objects sampled with lesser range measures. This drives the need to have both
the metrics tuned to peculiar outcomes, like the IntraScan’s range deviation tolerance
value σ (see Eq. ??), and the final heuristic designed to an entirely different scheme.

Here, the shore vegetation will be analysed on a macro scale, i.e., the ultimate ob-
jective will be to classify the shore’s group of obstructions as a whole, seeing that from
farther distances only lesser detailed information is attained. The Introbot’s heuristic, like
it was explained in the latest section, had all obstacle-prone columns within the metric’s
3-D grids treated in a individualized manner, whereas for the ASV, they will be ulti-
mately clustered into whole shores and, only then, their most consensual trepassability
indication, gathered from all contained voxels’ metric-based heuristic, is determined.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.2: Processing steps on proposed method. (a) The Introbot facing both rock and
tall grass. The corresponding 3-D model in (b). (c) and (d) represent the three steps
on both those obstructions metric representations: IntraScan on the left and InterScan
on the right, with values depicted in tones of red and green, respectively. On the top,
the metrics’ obstacle voxels. The middle ones picture the result of having both metrics
thresholded. The bottommost shows the voting system eliminating possible outliers on
the objects’ trespassability evaluations. Note the InterScan confounding the grass patch’s
vulnerability, considering it to be a true obstacle, which comes from most of its leafs
being vertically consistent. On this situation the IntraScan assessment becomes the final
decider, unlabelling that area obstructed.
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The final expected result is a labelling measure attributed to each shore found in the
environment. That measure is used as an ultimate indication on how suitable a shore
is to an emergency docking, considering all vegetation light and penetrable, or not, that
might be present.

Though grouping all objects within a shore may lead, for instance, to unmovable
obstructions being hid in a large penetrable-classified cluster, it revealed to be the only
feasible way to retrieve a trespassability measure from such far away distances.

The process’s first step is to have each 3-D grids’ voxels thresholded to assess their
own singular indication on whether an obstacle is present within each cubic volume, or
not. The IntraScan scalar was empirically defined as 0.20 corresponding to a minimum
body length of 11 cm at a distance of 1 m. In its turn, the suitable InterScan’s value was,
again empirically, determined to be a 0.1 m range disparity between homologue beams.
This stage results in two separate vegetation/non-vegetation binary labels.

Consequently, if those two labels agree in the presence of vegetation, the voxel is
tagged as such. If just one of the metric’s labels, for one reason or the other, suggests that
a rigid structure may lie within, the volumetric space is marked as obstructive.

To ensure some spatial continuity on classification, the label of each voxel is substi-
tuted by the most frequent within a given neighbourhood. That means a median filtering
is applied to each labelled voxel on a 3-D box. That box was empirically defined as a set
of nearby 5× 5× 5 voxels.

To this point, not much in the process differs from the inland approach’s heuristic. The
following steps will make sure a joint classification on large lake/river shores’ portions
is achieved.

It starts by clustering the shore’s voxels according to the Euclidean distances existent
between their centroids. That way, voxels within each margin are clustered together
and, as there is a minimal distancing space between all margins, they can be explicitly
separated onto different groups.

Hence, the challenge is to design a proper figure for the gap usually found between
shore groups. A smaller value may over cluster inland vegetation, creating more sub-
segments which could hinder a more global analysis. In that case, smaller and probably
less comprehensive voxel groups will be formed, thus leading to the possibility that rigid
bodies may be singled out on clusters, amidst a predominantly trespassable vegetated
region.

That is not necessarily problem, but as the robot’s navigation tends to draw the vehi-
cle away from shores, the detail from under 15 m, suiting such an individual discrimina-
tion of vegetation objects, can not be assured at all times.

So it was preferred to have the clustering system aggregate voxels corresponding to
each shore into a minimal number of clusters, keeping each as big and as enveloping as
possible.

To that end, the PCL’s segmentation module’s clustering algorithm search was empir-
ically set to a maximum of 3 m, ensuring each voxel within a margin to be linked on the
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Figure 7.3: Cluster classification categories.

same cluster. Though promising to be overbearing value, as the nearest neighbour search
requires farther, thus more computationally consuming, queries, it will compensate for
most gaps on the margin’s representation, coming from occlusions or under-sampling
the environment.

Finally, the ratio of vegetation versus non-vegetation voxels, ρ, within each segment
is evaluated. That percentage value is then used to define the group’s final traversability
label.

In the current implementation, and given the structure found on in-site shore vege-
tation, the ratio below 0.25 was set as the limit value for a cluster mainly composed of
flexible vegetation. The label Sparse is therefore assigned to each enclosed voxels.

On the opposite end, if the percentage of vegetation voxels becomes higher than 68 %

means there are too many obstructive objects inside the shore cluster. Thus, the label Solid
is assigned to all constituent volumetric units, meaning any contact on those regions to
be utterly avoided.

All voxels forming clusters evaluated to values in between 0.25 and 0.68, are said to
be of class Dense, revealing that, even if the shore’s vegetation appear more opposing, or
less penetrable, the shore is still considered fit for any docking manoeuvre the ASV may
pursue.

The first and foremost end to all of this is to have the whole system sensible to the
environment’s vegetation diversity, and assess accordingly the trespassability in each sit-
uation. As the graph on Figure ?? illustrates, this means the system should be able to
differentiate feeble canes scattered on water surface from regions near margins where
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they become thicker and closer to the point densely packed groups are formed. Further-
more, as those margins come to include less than flexible vegetation, like bushes and
trees, the system will signal those areas with another trespassability measure.
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8

Experimental Results

This chapter is dedicated to demonstrate how each of system’s earlier discussed methods
is performing on live field experiments.

So, the results of every component are divided into four individualized sections: ??,
??, ?? and ??, following the very same conceptual division of previous chapters.

It has been made clear on those previous chapters how the environment and the ve-
hicle itself, their restraints and designations, force the methods, at each step, to differ
slightly between the two experiments. In fact, on some cases, the purpose of a method
specified for the AGV is so disparate from the one for the ASV that no comparison is even
justifiable. For that matter, the results are again partitioned, at each section, into two sep-
arate subsections, in order to better discern what is really being accomplished and what
falls short of expectations.

To experiment the all-terrain perception system, thus Introbot dedicated, a wide vari-
ety of tests were conducted on different sites. Experiments were made broad enough as
to demonstrate every specific detail about each method’s performance.

The Introbot robot’s three-dimensional perception was tested on the Faculdade de
Ciências e Tecnologia’s campus and on a community park, Parque Urbano, in Costa de
Caparica (see Figure ??). Those locations presented the robot with all kinds of terrain
slope and, specially, with vegetation of all shapes sizes, i.e., all those particular scenes the
perception system was made sensible to.

A lake near Sesimbra hosted all of ECHORD Riverwatch’s project boat-related exper-
iments. It offered an environment not too turbulent, with mild waves and both wind and
water currents just harsh enough to cause the boat to sway and drift softly. Figure ??
shows some panoramic photos of the scene.

Something that really came to help the testing on this work’s earliest development
stages, namely, the occupancy storage and slope mapping systems, was the Gazebo sim-
ulator1. On that subject, as another Sick LMS111 laser scanner was made available, a

1Gazebo: http://gazebosim.org
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.1: Introbot test sites. The university campus in Monte de Caparica, on (a) and
(b), and the park in Costa da Caparica, on (c) and (d).

Figure 8.2: Riverwatch test site. A lake near Sesimbra.
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tilting mechanism mounted on a tripod, mimicking the Introbot’s apparatus, was used to
collect test samples, in the form of rosbags (another delightful feature under ROS), mostly
for vegetation discrimination purposes.

8.1 3-D Registration Results

The first order of business is to check just how sensor readings are acquired and turned
into those depth scans mimicking the surrounding environment’s occupancy. Then it will
be analysed the OctoMap’s occupancy representation likeness to the real world along
with its dynamic adaptiveness to brusque changes in the environment.

8.1.1 On Introbot

As the 2-D laser scanner tilts back and forth, a 3-D representation can be constructed from
careful relative placing of all measurements. The point cloud pictured on Figure ?? shows
the product of having a tilting laser scanner sweep the whole perceivable surroundings.

Those same readings are then fed to the OctoMap container who, in its turn, updates
its voxel’s occupancy based upon the trust it was set to bestow on each range measure-
ment against its belief on previously stored occupancy estimates.

Figure ?? shows how the OctoMap is incrementally expanded and updated as depth
measurements arrive during successive tilting revolutions. Some octree nodes become
initialized while others are revised and updated. In the end, all objects, the slant tree
trunks, their foliage overhead, and even those little bushes in the scene appear to be
properly modelled under the OctoMap container, aside the expected inflation caused by
quantizating space.

8.1.2 On Riverwatch

The Riverwatch’s boat had both a laser tilting laser scanner and an underwater scanning
sonar system providing occupancy information to the OctoMap.

Figure ?? shows how, having dealt with all inherent transformations, every sonar
range reading is accumulated during a certain course of the robot. It is visible in subfigure
(a) that the pitch angle on the sensor provides a short range glimpse of the vehicle’s way
still enabling a good reconstruction of the lake’s bed. The drawback is the appearance of
some holes on bathymetry, just like the ones in Figure ??, caused by blind spots behind
over-sloped hills and dunes on the bottom of the lake.

The laser accumulation of Figure ?? shows a point cloud with a wider range above
water surface. Evident as it might be, the increased visibility provided by the tilting
mechanism sets the laser to positions where most of its beams get lost when directed to
water. Figure ?? clearly shows hit points are exclusively produced by beams reflected off
the margins, aside some outliers.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.3: Introbot’s OctoMap’s laser scanner readings integration. As the laser tilts up
and down, a complete image of the surrounding environment, specifically Figure ??’s (c)
setting, begins to unfold from the its readings. Two moments are captured in (a) and
(c), showing the laser’s depth scan hit points in space, their colour, spanning through the
whole colour spectrum, relates to their heights relatively to the world’s coordinate frame.
In (b) and (d), the OctoMap consequently collects incoming occupancy reading. The
subfigures take only occupied leaf nodes, representing their heights from the gradient of
dark red, top, to light green, on bottom.

Figure 8.4: Sonar accumulation. Sonar’s range scans accumulated over a certain period
leaving a trail beneath the robot’s path. Deepest points in bright yellow, getting dimmer
as they rise.
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Figure 8.5: Laser range image accumulated over 19◦ tilt cycles. Point colour spanning full
RGB spectrum: from red on lowest points to purple at the top.

These outliers, also present in sonar’s range images (produced by echos and such),
drove the need for some pre-filtering to remove these absurd hit points. This is exactly
where those PCL’s radial filters came to aid. Figure ?? shows the OctoMap adding and
updating its nodes as the boat navigates between little islands and lake margins.

The field test of Figure ?? led to the sonar and laser clouds on subfigures ?? (a) and
(b). Following the arrangement discussed in previous subsections the resulting OctoMap
formation can be observed in Figure ?? (c) and (d) subfigures. Having all readings accu-
mulated into one single container like the OctoMap prevents faulty readings to persist.
Malformed or ill placed measurements can be corrected by posterior ones or simply re-
jected if the confidence factor in new measurements is set to a low value.

Also illustrated in Figure ?? is the consensual placement of both sensory range images.
This is reflected, for example, in the coherent manner as margins below and over the
water surface connect to form a solid unified representation.

8.2 Geometric Slope Mapping Results

This chapter presents a discussion on the results of slope mapping from all that occu-
pancy information stored under the OctoMap structure. Here, what is expected is the
cost measures to be conformally expressing the terrain slope, each map cell representing
the ground inclination to the neighbouring area and, wherever an obstruction is present,
a fatal obstacle cost value to be assigned on every respective map cell.

8.2.1 On Introbot

The illustrations depicted on Figure ?? detail the mimicking two-dimensional product
of this method as the Introbot navigates through its environment. As it was expected,
regions where the ground is the steepest produce cells with high slope-related cost values
and, as that value decreases the floor slope becomes smaller to the point it becomes a
completely flat horizontal surface. From Figure ?? it is also clear that the method gives a
very pessimistic analysis of the environment, inflating all untraversable elements beyond
their bounds and, worse yet, estimating all foliage and weed to be as untrespassable as
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Figure 8.6: OctoMap growth during a robot’s run. Accumulating range readings both
above, through the laser scanner, and below water surface, from the sonar. Resulting Oc-
toMap integration during a two minute run, with occupied points from yellow to purple,
indicating, respectively, how low or high they are.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.7: Four minute run’s sensory readings and resulting OctoMap. (a) sonar accu-
mulated hit points (611230), yellow being the deepest points, grey the higher ones. (b)
laser accumulated hit points (867811), blue indicating lower points and red the highest.
(c) and (d) resulting OctoMap integration with occupied points above (red) and below
(light blue) water level.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.8: Results on slope mapping for the Introbot’s environment. (a) and (b) give to
perspective on the test site. (b) The OctoMap’s representation, lowest voxels in green,
highest in red. (d) Resulting cost map, shades of orange represent the cost values, the
brighter the higher its value, whereas blue is zero cost.

any other unmovable object. Though this was expected, since the method accounts only
for the OctoMap’s rather coarse occupancy information, what should be highlighted here
is the few, absent even, false negatives it produces.

Thus a good platform for further closer inspections, focused solely on this mapping
obstacle-labelled regions, is hereby settled. Having this method functioning as a primary
area attention mechanism, rather than giving a definitive obstruction classification, is
somewhat a corner stone to the hybrid approach.

Regardless, it is evident how traversable sectors on the map display different cost
values, something instrumental while designing the best course available amongst all
possibilities.

8.2.2 On Riverwatch

A parallel process to OctoMap sensory integration is it’s own content feature extraction
that results in a bi-dimensional cost-labelled map. Four situations are presented in Fig-
ure ?? to better relate which occupied voxels become actual obstructions to navigation
and which areas correspond to effective clear space.

It is verifiable in Figure ?? that in this sight only laser scan readings and topmost sonar
ones, nearest to margins, become obstacles. On the other end, free space cells indicate
which, and specially wherefrom, some areas in the OctoMap were registered as part of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.9: Slope mapping shortcomings. Resulting cost map in (b) and (d) for (a) and
(b)’s settings, respectively. The brighter the orange the higher the cost values, blue repre-
sents zero cost.

beam’s clear line of sight.

The first situation depicted in Figure ?? (a) illustrates the passage close to a margin
where, to the left of the robot, the laser was partially occluded by a crew member on
board. This particular situation lead to the absence of readings, patent in both OctoMap
and cost map. It clear as the sonar readings, because they are way below the boat’s
window of passage do not constitute an obstacle.

The second pair of pictures in Figure ??(b) exposes a case when the robot is approach-
ing a narrow area between the lake’s margin and a small island. It exemplifies how laser
readings give a farther insight on which obstacles may obstruct the robot’s passage. This
is due to the sonar’s slightly tilted attitude.

Experiments were undertaken in which the sonar was set to point forward, just like
the laser, but small oscillations, mostly in the robot’s pitch, cause it’s beams to be lost to
the water/air surface, nullifying the better part of it’s measurements. This way, with an
inclination of 21◦, bathymetric readings were still kept feasible at the same time the sonar
could be used to detect closely approaching obstacles (in the water surface plane terms,
of course).

Illustrations (c) and (d) of Figure ?? document a situation where the robot advances
towards a margin. Here the laser acquires information beyond the lake’s margins, caus-
ing some cells farther away to be classified as free, due to raycasting on those particular
measurements. This becomes of no consequence because if a goal point was, however
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.10: Cost map construction from OctoMap’s occupied nodes. Left: the OctoMap,
lowest voxels in green, highest in purple. Right: the resulting cost map, blue - free and
orange - obstructed.

absurd, set beyond the shore line further readings of the margin will completely block
any path from being formed.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.11: Cost map construction on a dock area. (a) Occupied volumes within Oc-
toMap (blue - below water surface; red - above water surface). (b) Resulting cost map
from obstacle detector (blue - free; orange - obstructed).

Figure ?? shows the only place in the whole test site, a mildly sloped shore can be
found with a suitable inclination for a emergency docking approach, and completely
clear of obstacles. At this point, it is important to highlight the midway cost value as-
signed to that particular region, contrasting to nearby highly vegetated, thus marked as
obstructed, shore map cells.

Nonetheless, as Figure ?? shows, there are some regions wrongly classified as impass-
able obstacles. These regions, where, for instance, sparse canes emerge from the water
surface, completely isolated from lake’s margin, creating occupied artefacts in the Oc-
toMap’s representation, could benefit from a finer resolution detection system.

Besides that fact, it is easy to verify from Figure ?? that as the method evaluates the
slope it disregards the flexibility or malleability of occupied volume’s objects. Namely,
all the other degrees of penetrability a margin, like most in this test site, present a few
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.12: Sparse and flexible vegetation classified as obstacles. Vulnerable canes on
water surface in (a) being ill-classified as obstructions, yellow map cells in (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 8.13: Obstacle detector assigning fatal cost values to obstacles regardless of their
rigidity. Canes fields in (a) assigned the maximum cost value in (b), yellow cells.

different vegetation types and densities on shore. If something like that could be accom-
plished, the possibilities for an emergency docking could be broaden. As undesirable as
it may seem, to dock on a malleable yet dense cane field, it might be the only solution if
a sudden complication arises, and there is no other possibility for a docking manoeuvre.

8.3 Range Scan Metric’s Results

This section explores how the two scan-by-scan highly detailed metrics are fabricated
on the wide variety of obstacles the robots have encountered. Furthermore, it will be
expressly shown how the particular parametric setting each robot had for these metrics
produced, ultimately, such disparate analytic results on each metric 3-D grids’ voxels.

8.3.1 On Introbot

Figure ?? displays an overview on how the two metrics behave while classifying each
laser scanner’s range image.

The IntraScan intends to give a notion of the hit object surfaces’ width. Setting the tol-
erance value, σ (see Eq. ??), gave the system a very high sensitivity to any surface texture.
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(a) IntraScan’s segment sizes (b) InterScan’s range disparity between consecu-
tive scans

Figure 8.14: On-scan metrics overall results. Shades of red indicate obstacle width, left,
and vertical consistency, right, though not equally scaled.

Disrupting any beam sequence whenever the smallest range deviation is found, made
possible to distinguish the fine line between a textured trunk from a patch of clenched
tall weeds, just to give an example.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.15: IntraScan segmentation. In (b) and (d) the IntraScan’s indication of trespass-
ability, obstacles in red, non-obstacles in white.

Figure ?? shows the IntraScan metric creating many little beam segments on hit tall
weeds, sparsely leafed and thin pending tree branches, and, on the other end, keeping
less, but larger segments, for building walls, the floor, highly dense bushes, and lamp
posts.

The InterScan metric gives a notion of vertical, or at least orthogonal to the IntraScan
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Figure 8.16: InterScan segmentation. In (b) the InterScan’s indication of trespassability,
obstacles in white, non-obstacles in red.

metric, sense of continuity on the body’s surface. On Figure ?? that same aspect is shown
to follow its expectations. Tree trunks and bushes are assigned with a much lower Inter-
Scan range disparities than the ones credited sparse leaf branches on trees.

As the distance to the hit body grows, the samples become farther away from each
other, which means that consecutive range images are more likely to hit completely sep-
arate objects. Thus, the interscan will become less and less representative of the object’s
vertical solidity. Horizontal platforms, like the ground, present a similar problem. The
minimal tilting angle on the laser scanner will give very different range measures on thus
aligned surfaces. Figure ?? shows that very deceitful labelling attributed to ground sur-
face measures. Moreover, as the distance to the surface grows, the higher range disparity
between scans patent on InterScan evaluations.

Though such high InterScan values hints the surface penetrable, further ruling on
which objects in the environment should this particular metric be applied to, dully pre-
vents this misleading classification to be even considered.

In sum, it can be said that both metrics deliver everything they claim. The IntraScan
the width on it objects and the InterScan both their temporal and, as the tilting platform
holding the laser scanner furnishes, vertical consistency. Moreover, given their specific
parametrization, both metrics have their assessments on object hardness on a detailed
manner within each voxel.

8.3.2 On Riverwatch

Keeping most metrics’ parameters a bit loose made their evaluations less peculiar on
each object’s surface regularity. In other words, they will give a rather coarser assessment
necessarily because they were fathomed from farther distances.

Hence, the metrics’ ultimate application has their own resulting evaluation quite hard
to individualize on an object basis. So their assessments will be made on the group of
obstructions, groups that may, or not, constitute a whole shore’s vegetation. Thus, from
the metrics only a hint can be perceived at which kind of vegetation those groups are
actually composed by. This will be further exploited in the subsequent chapter. Anyhow,
for each kind of vegetation, it is exposed how each metric gives a hint at the different
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vegetation types over each shore’s terrain.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8.17: Metrics results on Riverwatch’s boat. In (c) and (d) indicate IntraScan’s mea-
sures (in red long segments). (e) an (f) the InterScan’s (in red low range disparity).

Figure ?? shows the metrics’ results on labelling incoming range images on three dif-
ferent shores, where most of their vegetation density are visibly different. That distinc-
tion, visible by the amount of untrespassable labels against passable ones, will be the
focus of the hybrid method’s evaluation.

8.4 Hybrid Approach Results

This section presents the final stage of the proposed model on those two applications. It
constitutes the validation of the entire dissertation’s coarse and fine occupancy analyses
brought together under a hydrid arrangement.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.18: Scene’s obstacles classification by metric evaluation. Both metrics’ final indi-
cations, in (b) and (c), after being thresholded and submitted to voxel-wise voting, where
white indicate false obstacles, and red true. (d) The final math between the two, following
the same color scheme. Underlying (b), (c) and (d) is the slope mapping system’s obstacle
map, the binarized version of the actualcost map (orange obstacles against green passage
areas).

8.4.1 On Introbot

The all terrain Introbot’s hybrid perception system underwent a series of highly clutter-
ing vegetation scenarios. Clustered vegetation will be apparently untraversable if the
robot would be limited to inspect the coarse slope-related cost map. The object’s over-
inflation and, specially, the assumption that all occupied volumes belong to unmovable
bodies make that happen.

Hence, the alternative occupancy representations brought by on-scan finer analysis
come to play. Here they complement that coarser assessment to attain which of those
objects are indeed impassable from those that, at a certain cost/effort, could be run-over
or penetrated.

From Figure ??’s images one can see how those over hanging branches, on the center
tree, come to be hinted as trespassable by both metrics. Those volumes present no sig-
nificant consistency, whatsoever, meaning, neither the intrascan registers a long enough
horizontal segment, nor the interscan records a vertical consistency on those particular
voxels. The pairing of the two, after dully median filtering leads to their voxel-wise clas-
sification as trespassable.

It is also of note, that by meshing those two metrics’ evaluations together both the
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Figure 8.19: Results on shore voxel cluster traversability classification. Shore voxel clus-
ters identified with numbers.

trees’ main trunks and those little rigid palm trees are labelled impassable. That results
from having both metrics absolutely cynical as to what constitutes a trespassable volume.
Ultimately, as neither metric indicates a movable object, again after some spatial filtering,
those volumes are finally labelled as belonging to a real obstruction.

8.4.2 On Riverwatch

To test the ability of the vegetation detection mechanism to adequately determine which
regions of the environment are of class Sparse, class Dense, and class Solid, another au-
tonomous run was requested to the robot. The goal is to determine whether the system
is capable of determining which portions of the environment, although populated with
vegetation, are traversable to the ASV.

Figure ?? depicts the set of shore voxel clusters detected throughout the run, as well
as their class. Those scenes’ classification comes from the most consensual label result-
ing from in-voxel metric association. The process leading to it, described in the anterior
chapter, will be here analysed for a few representative cases.

The sparse class is mostly represented, in the Riverwatch’s test site, by flexible canes
scattered on the water nearest to the shoreline. These can easily be bent and trespassed
by the boat, without significant damage to either hulls or the sonar system.

Both metrics are then expected to register their voxels mainly trespassable, and their
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(a) Test Site. (b) IntraScan voxels thresholded and submitted to
voting.

(c) InterScan voxels thresholded and submitted to
voting.

(d) Combination of the two metrics indications.

(e) Final label average value. (f) Final classification.

Figure 8.20: Vegetation representative of Sparse traversability class: scattered canes near
margins (shores 3 and 4). (b), (c) and (d) Red - obstacle , white - trespassable object. (e)
The tone of red indicates the concentration of obstacle voxels against trespassable ones.
(f) White - Sparse, pink - Dense and red - Solid.
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Cluster Nr. Voxels Ratio (ρ) Classification Actual Class
1 9496 0.52 Dense Dense
2 7797 0.62 Dense Dense
3 2019 0.21 Sparse Sparse
4 1034 0.16 Sparse Sparse
5 716 0.55 Dense Dense
6 4211 0.68 Dense Dense
7 2059 0.55 Dense Dense
8 3418 0.74 Obstacle Obstacle
9 4347 0.61 Dense Dense
10 283 0.89 Obstacle Obstacle
11 4886 0.56 Dense Dense
12 2121 0.57 Dense Dense

Table 8.1: Vegetation detection method’s results.

combined label to follow that lead. Finally, as those become grouped, the ratio between
trespassable and untrespassable labelled voxels are expected to be high. This is all pic-
tured under Figure ??. It is easy to verify, by each cluster formed in that particular shore,
that the final average of untrespassable voxels is a rather small number.

The dense class, will present fewer trespassable voxels, in respect to rigid ones.

Figure ?? shows a field of tall, highly packed, canes, occluding the whole margin. In
such a situation, if no other alternative presents itself, the robot may chose to penetrate
that area for a docking procedure, cautioned to expect some risk. That is the approach
here: a midway point between a suitable shore and a non-dockable land site. Thus, as
demonstrated by the all illustrations within Figure ??, the ultimate label for such vege-
tated terrain will be the dense class.

Lastly, Figure ??, shows how a lake margin cluttered with less than flexible bushes,
composed by wider and rigid branches is assigned with class solid. In no circumstance
should the robot endeavour a docking manoeuvre where such rigid and impenetrable
vegetation is present. To give such an indication, the hybrid system benefits from the high
ratio between untrespassable and trespassable voxels within a cluster mostly including
such or even more unmovable bodies, like trees’ trunks, big enough rocks, for example.

Table ?? shows that the method successfully classifies all voxel clusters.

Beneath all that glitter hides the fact that the clustering of all vegetation on broader
groups, may hinder the detection of some unmovable objects on shores where the ma-
jority of the vegetation is sparse. Averaging the final label, i.e., assembling the metrics’
voxel-wise assessments, on whole clusters has that particular masking effect.

Scene 6 is such a case, where trees are closer to shore than in any other scene, making
the cluster’s final metric evaluation average to be on a margin value between Solid and
Dense. Ultimately, Dense becomes its class, as the bigger part of the cluster is made of tall
and bent canes.

Nonetheless, the evaluation remains true on most cases, and those faltering ones
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(a) Test Site. (b) IntraScan voxels thresholded and submitted to
voting.

(c) InterScan voxels thresholded and submitted to
voting.

(d) Combination of the two metrics indications.

(e) Final label average value. (f) Final classification.

Figure 8.21: Vegetation representative of Dense traversability class: cluttered cane fields
(shores 1 and 2). (b), (c) and (d) Red - obstacle , white - trespassable object. (e) The tone
of red indicates the concentration of obstacle voxels against trespassable ones. (f) White -
Sparse, pink - Dense and red - Solid.
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(a) Test Site. (b) IntraScan voxels thresholded and submitted to
voting.

(c) InterScan voxels thresholded and submitted to
voting.

(d) Combination of the two metrics indications.

(e) Final label average value. (f) Final classification.

Figure 8.22: Vegetation representative of Solid traversability class: dense bushes with
rigid branches (shore 8). b), c) and d) red - obstacle , white - trespassable object. e) tone
of red indicates the concentration of obstacle voxels against trespassable ones. f) white -
Sparse, pink - Dense and red - Solid.
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could definitely take advantage of a close-range inspection, just like the one on the all-
terrain heuristic, if, of course, should the robot approach the shore. In that case, the
system would be able to discern such obstacles within the whole vegetated cluster.
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Conclusion

The previous chapter has been dedicated to expose all methods and, specially, the hybrid
approach summing them all, to real world tests.

The first section, ??, showed how the use of the Octomap structure made the environ-
ment’s three-dimensional occupancy representation clean, concise and, specially, robust
to many registration problems inherent to all-terrain spatial acquisition.

The loss of information by keeping a low resolution on the Octomap, would be com-
pensated by lightening every ensuing method’s application.

The subsequent section’s experimental results on such a method’s, the slope map-
ping’s, application transpired the fact that the approach was made feasible exactly be-
cause it was set on a low granularity. Otherwise, given the process’ spatial coverage, i.e.
the region of interest’s massive size, it would certainly overload any computing system.

Nonetheless, a fair estimate on the traversing/docking effort/risk any given clear
patch of the environment is, as results have shown, coherently assessed. Higher sloped
areas present heavier cost than a flat and smooth patch of terrain.

Furthermore, as the slope assessment was set pessimistic throughout the process, lit-
tle chance is there for ill classified passage areas. Meaning, as empirical data suggests,
the method is unlikely to produce false negative assessments on obstacle detection.

For that reason also, the level of detail on such processing revealed to be often mak-
ing obstacles larger than they really were. Furthermore, as the occupancy granularity
was kept low, no post processing technique could ever determine the flexibility of such
detected obstacles.

As some all-terrain environments present lots of vegetation, cluttering passage areas,
rises the demand for a proper assessment on whether such plants present or not real
obstructions to the autonomous vehicle’s navigation.

Results have also proven the slope mapping based upon low resolute occupancy in-
formation unfit to discern vulnerable from solid obstacles. The coarse evaluation should
then make way to closer and finer inspections.
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The section following demonstrated how on-scan metrics, though accumulated on
equally granular containers, provided such deeper detailed indications on objects. The
complementing nature of both metrics made that singular approach quasi-absolute.

To estimate how deformable an object is by its overall horizontal and vertical surface’s
consistency is an almost universally true assumption on all-terrain perception. Most bod-
ies’ vulnerability to impact are related to that fact, but exceptions can indeed be found.

Though appearing slim and fragile, some pending branches are often harder then
they look. Grid like fences, like chain link ones, will seem trespassable through the scope
of both metrics, yet present an obvious obstruction to any robot’s passage.

Other metric’s misgiving which, by the way, extends to other perception analysis,
like thermal or color based, is occlusion. As an example consider there is a rocky wall
just behind a clenched field of tall weeds or canes. The IntraScan metric in particular,
will sparsely sample the wall though the small gaps between leafs, associating that oc-
cluded body to multiple little segments. That will, in turn, make the occluded wall seem
a trespassable body.

Some tweaks to both metrics may turn them a little more resilient to such problems.
Taking again the IntraScan as an example, the search for surface’s segment’s beams could
be stretched beyond the contiguous analysis of range disparity. Another measure is to
have the initial segmentation submitted to model fitting. Either way coherences could be
found on occluded objects’ little segments, joined together to form a whole and bigger
segment which finally would hint about a hidden obstacle lying behind such a weed
field.

In the end, the metrics most important shortcomings, the ones hampering a solution
based upon them, and them alone, were their high resolution and susceptibility to acqui-
sition glitches.

Ergo, the hybrid approach was conceived, gathering the better part of both approaches,
combined their results to form one final indication on bodies’ trespassability. It used the
former to channel the latter on smaller, obstacle-prone, regions.

The methods’ end was fashioned so to satisfy each particular case application , i.e.,
each robot’s needs. The terrestrial Introbot the hybrid system was aimed to assess each
voxel’s inner trespassability, whereas the Riverwatch’s boat was directed to more broad
analyses on each shore’s penetrability.

As results have shown, the terrestrial system was able to turn many light vegetation
obstacles to penetrable ones. Thus, new passage areas were discovered amongst chaotic
vegetation while initial ones were made wider. This will allow the navigation system to
conceive better and shorter path plans, through accounting within cost measures for both
the mechanical strain the robot is submitted while crossing any given region, as well as a
potential risk assessment of overcoming any given object along the way.

The surface vehicle’s hybrid three-dimensional perception system was set to deter-
mine the docking aptitude of each and every shore. The presented experimental data
indicates a full compliance on the system’s vegetation classification.
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However, a careful analysis on those results brings to light the fact that by assess-
ing a whole vegetation group some unmovable obstructions, that could damage the boat
should it bump on them, could have been overlooked. Such a shore labelling could clas-
sify the margin as trespassable, hence dockable, because most of its vegetation is sparse
and flexible. Yet, that does not mean a big rock or a large tree trunk is not present amidst
the group.

To overcome such a limitation, and recalling something that was mentioned before,
one could consider having the boat gather samples of the vegetation, as it approaches the
shore on a docking manoeuvre, enabling a finer and more reliable inspection on penetra-
bility, just like the one for the terrestrial robot.

Another solution would be to have the clustering algorithm a little tighter and more
selective. In other words, if a metric-based conditional ruling affects the clustering be-
longing restraint, in addition to having the search’s proximity tolerance limited to a lesser
value, clusters could be made to include only similar penetrability measures. Then, each
group assessment would target the objects instead of whole margins, making the whole
system less susceptible to unaccounted unmovable obstacles amidst a shore mainly com-
posed by trespassable vegetation.

The results established the hybrid approach, though supported on somewhat non-
universal assumptions, as a light and elegant solution to cost mapping and objects’ hard-
ness estimates. Thus benefiting from both coarse and finer analyses, succeeding and pre-
ceding integration, the hybrid arrangement between the two proclaims, beyond doubt, it
is a solution to follow and, especially, an alternative answer to having either one method
compensate their faults generating new ones, just like the blanket that always leaves your
feet cold.

Beyond proving the hybrid system’s applicability on two very specific robotic plat-
forms, the work here discussed reports a confirmation on how a hybrid approach consti-
tutes a viable option for three-dimensional perception on all-terrain vehicles undergoing
densely vegetated environments and rough terrain scenery.

9.1 Future Work

Notwithstanding, the three-dimensional perception work presented on this document
also opens itself to an immeasurable number of new opportunities. Its methods’ perfor-
mance, the concepts supporting them, their area of application and, of course, how they
come together to form hybrid systems, are just some exemplary aspects that are expected
to be improved on future work.

One way to get its performance a step higher is to have all those methods go through
a massive parallel processing system like modern Graphic Processing Units, GPUs, have
come to offer. Every method sustaining multi-dimensional vector computation, as most
methods in this work do, would be greatly accelerated.

The implementation of an attention mechanism directing the processing to specific
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regions, rather than a pre-defined area around the robot, could prove to be a valuable
improvement. Focusing the application of all methods can either lighten the system by
restraining the region of interest to a smaller region, or improve the quality of each anal-
ysis, enabling finer resolute inspections on those selected places. The input can have
multiple origins but the robot’s navigation plan short-term directives, keeping a close
leach on the robot’s action-perception control loop, is the most accessible one.

To further extend the current solution’s broadness and robustness, new tests in new
settings, with more particular features, on more extreme situations, will be interesting
to expose the perception system to specific situations, like areas where the water bed is
more densely covered by over hanging vegetation, or more turbulent weather conditions.
Such scenes may appear completely untrespassable but, having the system inspect the
vegetation’s flexibility, that obstruction can be appropriately overcome, if indeed it is
found to be flexible enough, of course.

Moreover, new tests forcing the ASV to come nearer the margin, would unveil the
necessity of having a more flexible system to deal with both long range, as it did on all
previous experiments, and short range assessments, as it were conducted for the terres-
trial robot. The robot could benefit then from having the system alter its behaviour from
far to short field, and vice-versa, as the metrics it uses become more or less indicative
towards the target vegetation’s permeability.

On a different note, the inclusion of different scanning systems, than the ones used on
this particular solution, promise to be a challenging yet intriguing endeavour. Thence,
the metrics would be tested towards, for instance, a three-dimensional range sensor,
which would imply a few intrinsic tweaks to have them both produce center-surround
surface’s consistency estimates, rather than those earlier axis-wise assessments for 2-D
range images. Their application should also be appropriately integrated on the hybrid
system, considering the fact the metric’s will have their own particular resolution and
range limitations.

On the ASV, the sonar scanning system was used solely for the coarse evaluation
under the low resolution Octomap occupancy registration and slope mapping. The en-
vironment and test themselves provided little reasons for the sonar range images to be
submitted to the metrics’ on-scan evaluations.

Yet, one can imagine having some underwater vulnerable vegetation, like tall canes
or algae, being assessed as obstacles thus hampering the vehicle’s navigation. In those
cases, if their trespassability was to be assessed, through the use of the aforementioned
metrics, the problem would again cease to exist.

The lack of proper sensory redundancy under the water surface led to the absence of
this particular sensor’s readings from further contributing to the whole hybrid system.

Each system’s parametrization was mostly driven by empirical input. So some op-
timization is sure to be possible. One way to get the system to a more efficient state is
having all parameters determined through a classifier or learning system.

The metrics themselves will also be the object of further developments. As mentioned
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earlier, a more powerful outcome can be achieved through extending their range evalua-
tions.

The IntraScan’s clustering of beam segments is perform exclusively in a contiguous
manner, which keeps it simple and light. But, if the search was extended a bit farther, ob-
jects appearing behind sparse slim ones could be assessed as a whole, rather than through
numerous small segments. That would let partially occluded true and unmovable objects
to be recognized as such without further and closer inspections.

The InterScan could be made to evaluate the current image’s range disparities to a
collection of past range images, instead of just the precedent one. That would enable
obstacles, again partially occluded, to be hinted as much vertically consistent as they
really are.

Futhermore, by exploiting near-to-far self-supervised terrain classification techniques
[2], may give the possibility to extend both metrics’ range span beyond the current’s 20 m
reach.

On a whole different level, a possible approach is to have these metrics’ assessments
drive an uncertainty measure on the coarser occupancy registration, i.e, having each
range measurement’s hit point log-odd value affected by a metrics on-beam concerted
assessment, preceding the Octomap’s node updating procedure. The less solid the object
is, the less credible would the range measurement be.

Thus, the metrics would function not only as sensory noise-removing filters, relieving
the system of those radial pre-registry filters, but also embed the probabilistic value the
Octomap accredits to its occupancy estimates with a vulnerability component on occu-
pied volumes.

Another stimulating coarse of action would be to fuse the three-dimensional occu-
pancy information with different spectral information. The range finder’s reflection in-
tensity and cues coming from thermal and vision-based systems could definitely con-
tribute to the hybrid system’s robustness.

The intensity value available on range images produced by depth scanners do not
offer a good discrimination between say leaves and trunks on a tree, but the difference
between a muddy or grass-covered terrain and a dry dirt or gravel ground surface is
bound to be rendered. This aspect could be used to realize a new measure on the effort a
terrain robot is subjected to when crossing each kind of terrain.

Thermal and vision-based cues could be used to that same purpose and more. If used
properly, i.e., accounting for their own specific limitations on outdoor environments, they
could constitute different metrics to be further used on the hybrid scheme. Then, as they
discriminate water, tree branches and trunks, leaves and grass, solid ground from each
other, a more extended and broad classification can be ultimately attained.

A more convoluted solution, still feasible, is to have a robotic arm, or a bumper of
some sort, contact nearby objects. Then, the results of that contact, the objects’ induced
motion, could be measured to form a truer, thus more trustworthy, indication of the sur-
rounding obstacles’ flexibility.
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A separate effort will be made to the implementation of a system spawning high
resolution Octomap structures on a by-need basis [28]. The goal here is to have more
detailed occupancy representation wherever the first crude evaluation, brought by the
slope mapping method, leads to believe obstructions to be present. Then, as each object
is portrayed in higher definitions, a better geometric indication can be derived to assess
those objects’ morphology.

Another feature that can augment the whole system’s perceptive skills is the imple-
mentation of multi-layered cost maps. As cues feeding the hybrid system multiply, a
need may arise to have equally disparate representations of what cost really is. Imagine
having on a single two-dimensional map indications of the ground bearing slope, trac-
tion and texture, multiplexed with an obstacle’s, if there is one present, malleability. Thus
explicitly representing different assessments on the effort and the risks subjacent to any
robot’s traversal cost measure.

Yet another issue is having so many cues to put together on a single hybrid system,
and the whole parametrization that follows such a complex integration. Here a machine
learning algorithm can be used to tune each metric, and specially the final meshing, to
render the best possible setting for a pre-classified monster-sized empirical dataset.

Hence the call for further research is strengthen rightly because there are so many
ways this work can be extended. Every component, method and approach is open for
anyone within the artificial perception community to augment and improve.

Namely, the promising results here presented, reinforces the notion that a hybrid
method is a valuable solution for the three-dimensional perception question, thus should
only motivate further development.
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